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Abstract

This study is the first to propose a comprehensive theory of the public disclosure of trades by an

insider whose orders have no direct price impact. A reputational model shows that not all insiders

manipulate prices with uninformed disclosures. More importantly, it shows that an insider earns

at least as much with a disclosure rule as without one, implying that mandatory disclosure is un-

necessary because trades are revealed voluntarily. A generalization of the theory analyzes first the

disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable inside statements without requiring the insider trader to disclose

‘honestly’; to date this has been a limiting assumption in the literature. Numerous policy implica-

tions are drawn.
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There is no doubt that public disclosure by insider traders plays an important role in capital markets. Under semi-

strong market efficiency, public disclosure of inside statements may improve the transfer of information from the

insider to the market. Yet, public disclosure may be used by the insider to manipulate the market. For example,

the insider may disclose ex-ante unverifiable statements that are false in order to move the stock price away from

its real value (see Benabou and Laroque 1992, hereafter BL, and vanBommel 2003, henceforthVB). The insider

may also intentionally manipulate the market by disclosing statements about his trade, i.e., whether he bought or

sold, which are verifiable and mandatory under a number of regulations (see, e.g., Fishman and Hagerty 1995,

hereafter FH, and John and Narayanan 1997, hereafter JN). The resulting manipulations are precisely the reason

why the design of disclosure policies for insider traders represents a major challenge for regulators.

In this paper, we present a theory of insider trading and disclosure. Our theory is the first to link the manda-

tory disclosure of trades to the voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information. A difference between

these two types of disclosure is that the former is easier to interpret. Because trade disclosure is mandatory, the

market can be sure of the insider’s motivation to produce a statement. Because disclosed trades are verifiable, the

market can also be sure of the truthfulness of the insider’s statement. In examining mandatory trade disclosure

prior to examining ex-ante unverifiable messages, we are able to model either signaling channel in sequence.

By staging our analysis in a simple reputational model of trade disclosure, we establish many novel results.

Unlike in the trade disclosure literature, the main results of our model are that: (1) not all insiders manipulate

the market price with uninformed disclosures; and (2) an insider earns at least as much with a disclosure rule as

without, meaning that mandatory disclosure is unnecessary because informative trades are revealed voluntarily.

The second result is key to extend our analysis to the voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information

that can be sent by the insider, for example through media (see Sobel 2000) or rumors, with predictions in line

with the first model result above. These predictions do not rely on the assumption that with positive probabil-

ity the insider sends messages ‘honestly’, which is the main limitation in the literature on ex-ante unverifiable

information disclosure.1

Our main results have different implications. Our first result (i.e., that not all insiders manipulate the market

price with uninformed disclosures) could reduce practitioners’ concerns about the trade disclosure rule. The

effect of disclosures on prices in the first result depends on four predetermined elements: asset value properties;

market beliefs; the weight assigned to future profits (i.e., inter-temporal discount factor); and the probability of

the insider being informed about the real asset value. Although these elements all play a role, in general the

first result tells us that only an insider who is sufficiently likely to be informed does not attempt to destabilize

the market with price manipulations. Thus, this result might also stimulate debate on whether to allow only

this type of insider to disclose. Our second result (i.e., informative trades are disclosed voluntarily) instead

reduces authorities’ concerns about making laws against the missed disclosure of trades and about being vigilant

against missed disclosure. Our model also enables us first to answer the important question posed by BL (p.

947) regarding whether a rule mandating trade disclosure prevents insiders from manipulating using ex-ante

1For what concerns the disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information, honesty is hard to interpret, and is thus not enforceable (see

BL, p. 947). Hence a priori it is difficult to reconcile this moral conduct with that of a profit-maximizing insider.
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unverifiable announcements. The model also offers insights on the effects of the US short-swing rule and on the

effects of a regulation allowing large insiders to delay their disclosure of trades. Our theory and its implications

are explained in the remainder of this introduction.

In our theory, disclosures are the only information released by the insider to the market. This is due to the

assumption that the orders of the insider convey no information (and therefore have no direct price impact) at

the time of the trade.2 This assumption is empirically supported by Lakonishok and Lee (2001) who track the

trading and trade reporting activities of insiders in the US, and find that the change in stock price around the

time of the trading dates is not statistically significant.3 Further, as in VB, our theory assumes that the insider

faces a constraint on asset holdings that may be due to budgetary reasons or because he wishes to control for

risk exposure. This constraint adds an inter-temporal dimension to the insider’s strategy space. Specifically,

the maximum number of shares that the insider can trade today depends on the changes in his asset holdings

yesterday. To illustrate this by means of an example, consider an insider who has no asset holdings and therefore

no asset exposure. Consider also that this insider can have an asset exposure of 100 shares, meaning that he is

limited to buying or selling up to 100 units of the asset today. If the insider buys 20 units today, his asset-exposure

constraint limits him to buying up to 80 additional units, or to selling up to 120 units, tomorrow. In essence, if

our insider buys more units today, he will be able to buy fewer (or sell more) units tomorrow. Similarly, if he

sells more today, he will be able to sell fewer (or buy more) tomorrow.4

Armed with this premise, we start by focusing on the special case of an insider who may be privately in-

formed about the real asset value on one occasion only. We consider mandatory trade disclosure, in which each

trade is publicly revealed after it is executed and before the next order is placed. One could conjecture that this

insider uses public disclosures as a lever to move the asset price to enhance his profits. However, for any prop-

erties of the asset value we prove that even public disclosure has no price impact, provided that this insider is

constrained in his asset holdings. In fact, in equilibrium the market believes public disclosure by such an insider

to be uninformative. This outcome also holds when modeling the voluntary disclosure of trades and of ex-ante

unverifiable information, thereby confirming the result derived by BL and hypothesized by VB. To investigate

what happens off the equilibrium path, we consider a standard two-round trading model, and show that if prices

were to react to disclosure (or its absence), our strategic insider, if informed, would completely deceive the

market in probability. Consequently, the market efficiently anticipates this insider’s behavior and in equilibrium

ignores disclosures, which makes our insider earn as much as he would do under market anonymity, in which

the insider cannot disclose any signal.

It is unusual for an insider to be privately informed just once, however. In most other instances, because of

2Instead, most theoretical models of mandatory trade disclosure focus on a large insider who affects the stock price not only

through disclosure after the trade, but also directly through the trade itself.
3For what concerns insiders’ disclosures, Lakonishok and Lee (2001) discuss the difficulty of tracking when insiders’ trades were

made available to the market. Prior to 2002, the filing information was typically being made available to the public after several days.

Hence price responses to disclosures were delayed.
4In contrast, the maximum number of shares that the insider can trade per day in other models used in the literature is independent

of his asset holdings. For example, in the FH and the JN models the insider can buy or sell up to a fixed number of shares every day,

which implies that i) the insider has no budgetary constraint, ii) he is indifferent to infinite increase in his risk exposure and, more

importantly, iii) he can only increase his asset exposure gradually. The constraint on asset holdings overcomes these implications.
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his specific characteristics, the insider may also become privately informed about the real asset value at some

unknown points in the future. Technically speaking, to model this latter form of informational asymmetry, we

employ, as in BL, a two-round infinitely repeated framework (henceforth, ‘reputational framework’), in which at

the beginning of each repetition, the insider may observe a change in the real asset value that becomes common

knowledge in any case at the end of the repetition.5 In this setting, the market believes current disclosures by the

insider to be informative only if, at any repetition in the (recent) past, the disclosures did not move prices away

from the real asset value at that time. In particular, if it is believed to be informative, the disclosure of an initial

purchase pushes the price upwards just as far as the informative disclosure of an initial sale pushes it downwards.

For a reputational framework with mandatory trade disclosure, if the market believes current disclosures to

be informative, four relevant insider options can be identified for the current repetition. In detail, if at this rep-

etition our insider turns out to be informed, he may (1) trade up to his maximum cap, aiming to lead the price

toward the real asset value, earning as much as he would do under anonymity, and subsequently profiting again

by reversing his position completely, in the same repetition, if the disclosure causes the price to overshoot the

real value. Otherwise he may (2) mislead the market, trading in the opposite direction and reversing his position

afterwards, in the same repetition.6 This option allows our insider to earn more than he would from leading the

price toward the real value in the current repetition, but only as much as under anonymity in the next future, when

the market starts to ignore disclosures. Indeed, as in Allen and Gale’s (1992) study, the market cannot determine

whether our investor actually observes inside information in the current repetition. Thus, if uninformed, our in-

sider may (3) manipulate the market, pretending to be informed—in jargon, bluffing (Harris 2002)—randomly

disclosing that he has initially bought or sold, thereby moving the price up or down respectively, and then re-

versing his initial position in the same repetition.7 This option in expectation allows our insider to earn more

than he would from not trading in the current repetition; but, if he moves prices by chance away from the real

value, expected profits over future repetitions will be reduced because the market will start ignoring disclosures.

Hence, if he is uninformed at the current repetition, our insider may prefer (4) not to trade.

The solution to the insider’s profit-maximization problem identifies three regions of equilibria. In two re-

gions, disclosures at all (or some) repetitions are believed to be at least partially informative, meaning that the

price changes following each of these disclosures. In the third region, disclosures are never informative. In the

two regions in which disclosures are informative, the insider assigns high to medium weight to profits in future

repetitions, or future profits. In both these informative regions, if the market believes disclosures to be informa-

tive at the current repetition, then in equilibrium, if the insider is informed at this repetition, he prefers to lead

the price toward the real asset value (rather than to mislead the market), reversing his initial position at the same

repetition if the disclosure causes the price to overshoot. However, if the insider is uninformed at this repeti-

tion, his behavior is different in the two informative regions: in one region he manipulates, in the other he does

5We make no reference to finite repetitions. If our trader received inside information repeatedly with positive probability until a

certain moment in time, and he imagined that after this he was certainly not going to be informed any more, then, starting from this

future date and solving backwards, the equilibrium in each repetition would coincide with that derived when no repetition occurred.
6In JN this may be an equilibrium behavior only if the asset value distribution has unequal mass below and above its mean.
7This behavior was first examined in FH, where in equilibrium the insider manipulates whenever he is uninformed.
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not. Specifically, there exists a threshold in the (predetermined) probability of receiving new inside information.

This threshold progressively increases as the (predetermined) weight, or preference, given to future profits rel-

ative to current profits decreases from high to medium. For each discount factor associated with this band of

inter-temporal preferences (and thus for all interest rates in most world economies8), uninformed manipulations

occur less often as the probability of receiving new inside information increases, up to this threshold. Beyond

this threshold, we enter the informative region in which the insider does not manipulate when uninformed. In

rough terms, this means that an insider who is less likely to be informed undertakes uninformed manipulations

while an insider who is more likely to be informed does not. With respect to the informative equilibria without

manipulation, in those with manipulation the price following any informative disclosure reacts partially rather

than fully—in proportion to how likely it is that the insider is informed—as a consequence of semi-strong mar-

ket efficiency. For completeness, we note that in the third region, i.e., that of uninformative equilibria, the insider

assigns a small weight to future profits, which is unrealistic. In this region, prices never shift because if they did

the insider would mislead the market.

At each equilibrium in which prices react to trade disclosure, the insider always expects to earn as much or

more than he would without disclosure. For this reason, mandating disclosures is unnecessary because informa-

tive trades will be advertised voluntarily. In detail, the insider discloses voluntarily not only when he knows that

the resulting price will overshoot the privately known asset value (in which case a profitable reversal is possible)

but also when it will undershoot this value (and thus no reversal is possible). In fact, by hiding information about

price over- or under-shooting at no cost, the insider causes the price following a voluntary disclosure to shift the

most, that is, as much as under mandatory disclosure. In causing the price to shift the most, the insider ensures

the highest occurrence of price overshooting within each repetition, and the most profitable associated reversal.

Ultimately, price overshooting represents the goal to which end our insider, if mandated to disclose his

trades, leads the price toward the real value, and if he is not mandated to disclose his trades, he advertises them

voluntarily. Ever since Kyle (1985), a strand of literature has focused on an insider who, with positive proba-

bility, leads the price toward its real value, undertaking reversals in case his strategic signal (e.g., the order flow,

trade disclosure) causes the price to overshoot the privately known quotation. In principle, the modeling of price

overshooting is possible for every class of asset value properties, excluding the class of a random variable with

two realizations (assumed,e.g., inBL,FH,andJN). In fact, these two realizations would otherwise systematically

bracket equilibrium prices, meaning that the insider, when informed, would have no incentive to disclose vol-

untarily. For tractability, however, this strand of literature, including the work of Huddart et al. (2001), hereafter

HHL, generally assumes normality. Instead, our predictions hold whether or not the asset value distribution is

continuous or (to a certain degree) asymmetric,or its support is unbounded.Further, overshooting in our model is

not at all due to the lack of precision of the signal. In fact, identical dynamics can be identified on the equilibrium

path, whether the insider has to disclose only trade direction or trade size as well.

We now consider an insider who cannot disclose his trades, but who may send ex-ante unverifiable messages

8Discount factors spanning from high to medium translate to interest rates ranging from nearly zero to values well above those seen

in most world economies.
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to the public. In the reputational framework, when the market interprets some ex-ante unverifiable messages as

favorable and some others as unfavorable, in equilibrium the price in response to a favorable/unfavorable mes-

sage reacts as it would following the informative disclosure of a purchase/sale, which is exactly the transaction

made by the insider before he sends the unverifiable message in question. Specifically, the insider’s incentive to

mislead the market when informed, as well as his incentive to manipulate when uninformed, are unaffected with

regards to the case of a trade disclosure. Hence, three analogous regions of equilibria exist and manipulations

arise in one of these. As a corollary of the equilibrium correspondence between ex-ante unverifiable messages

and undisclosed trades, if an insider who may disclose ex-ante unverifiable information starts to be required to

disclose his trades, the additional effect that the revelation of trades has on prices is, in general, identical to the

effect observed when only ex-ante unverifiable messages may be sent. Thus, when these latter messages would

otherwise manipulate prices, mandating trade disclosure makes the insider indifferent about sending unverifiable

messages, but it does not prevent him from manipulating using effect-equivalent trade disclosures. This means

that “actions do not speak louder than words.”

A regulatory concern relates to the tension between two elements implied by public disclosure. Advocates

of public disclosure argue that transparency increases price efficiency. Opponents argue that it increases ma-

nipulative behaviors. While mere speculations by an insider whose disclosures lead the price toward the real

value are in a sense desirable because they promote earlier information release and thus price efficiency (see

Hart 1977; Leland 1992), the distortive effect of manipulations on prices is clearly undesirable. Even though all

manipulations are illegal (e.g., see SEC 2004, Section 9a2), it is hard to prosecute those who undertake them.

For this reason, in the case of a predicted occurrence of manipulations, a regulator who aims to prevent them has

no alternative but to refine the market rules. In this case, our model also tells us that such illegal conduct cannot

be eliminated by suppressing the trade disclosure rule unless the insider is at the same time forbidden to disclose

ex-ante unverifiable information. In the search for a mechanism that boosts price efficiency but deters market

manipulation, we carry the analysis a little further by first modeling the US short-swing rule.

The short-swing rule contained in Section16(b) of the SEC SecurityExchangeAct—but not contained in any

EU Directive—constrains an insider who is obliged to disclose his trades, because the short-swing rule forces

him to surrender any profit from reversals if they are undertaken within 6 months from the first trade. In equilib-

rium,for any properties of the asset value, this extra rule implies fully informative disclosures.On the one hand, it

ensures that our insider does not manipulate when he is uninformed.On the other hand, it discourages the insider,

when informed, from deceiving the market. The insider trades only when informed and only in the beginning,

i.e., before disclosure, leading the price toward the real value. As a corollary, if the short-swing rule were ever

to be imposed when trade disclosure was not, our insider would have no incentive to disclose trades or ex-ante

unverifiable information voluntarily. To highlight the advantages and disadvantages of the US short-swing rule

when imposed unconditionally, we consider the reputational framework. Even though in certain instances the

addition of the short-swing rule to the mandatory disclosure rule prevents uninformed manipulation, in other

instances Section 16(b) is ineffective because manipulations would never have been attempted in any case. In-

deed, provided the inside information is sufficiently long-lived such that even trade reversals may be disclosed
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before the end of the repetition (that is, provided the repetition is made of three or more trading rounds), then if

the insider weighs future profits heavily, this extra rule is not only unnecessary but also prevents reversals whose

disclosure (or meaningful missed disclosure) would have shifted prices even closer to the real asset value.

There are various ways to explain why the orders of our insider have no direct price impact. For instance,

we can invoke the notion of a large market in which the insider’s maximum trading capacity is quantitatively

negligible. A negligible trading pressure by a large insider can also be justified, as in BL. They invoke the results

of Kyle (1985, 1989) and Laffont and Maskin (1990), who show that in imperfectly competitive markets this

insider can limit the leakage of information into prices. In order to do so, he can split each pre-determined order

into smaller orders and submit them in sequence. In this case, our predictions hold if the time between the first of

a series of relatively small purchases/sales and the public disclosure of a signal is sufficient for the large insider

to buy/sell up to the cap on total exposure. Specifically, the availability of sufficient time to disclose ex-ante

unverifiable information is always a possibility because the timing of this disclosure is at the discretion of the

insider. Conversely, under mandatory trade disclosure, our predictions hold only if the large insider is allowed

to report the sequence of trades with sufficient delay.9

If a large insider is mandated to disclose each trade, small or large, without delay, namely before placing a

new order, HHL show that this insider finds it necessary to undertake informed dissimulations, that is, to reduce

the dissemination of inside information by adding a random component to his informed disclosures. However,

because dissimulations are expensive to undertake, this insider earns substantially less than he would do under

market anonymity. In the HHL model, the insider is assumed to be always informed and to have unlimited

trading capacity, but nonetheless it can be conjectured that for a rule requiring trades to be disclosed without

delay, an insider with very large but finite total exposure cap also dissimulates. If this conjecture is correct, our

study suggests that, under mandatory trade disclosure, it is the imposition of a very tight deadline to report trades

that causes dissimulations. Ceteris paribus, if the large insider has enough time to place a series of relatively

small orders, up to his cap, before reporting them, he does not dissimulate. Instead, he behaves as predicted by

our theory. In fact, whether the price following the disclosure of the series of orders overshoots the real value or

not, his profits are expected to be higher than they are from dissimulation. The disappearance of this deceptive

practice (i.e., dissimulation) provides a rationale for allowing large insiders to report trades with delay.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I presents the assumptions. Section II studies the

effects of a regulation that, following each purchase or sale, mandates public disclosure of trade direction. Sec-

tion III investigates the foundation of mandatory and voluntary trade disclosure, then generalizing the analysis

to the case of a voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information. Section IV focuses on market beliefs.

Section V extends our analysis to, among others, trade size disclosure. Section VI evaluates the US short-swing

rule. Section VII summarizes the main findings.

9Rather than referring to the US regulation that in 2002 drastically reduced the possible delay to a relative tight delay of 2 days, here

we refer to the cases of Italy, Belgium, and France, for example, with median delays of 5, 7, and 14 days respectively (see Fidrmuc et

al. 2013).
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I. Assumptions

There are two agents in the model, an insider (I) who can trade a risky asset, and the market (M) that sets prices.

The real value of the risky asset,
∼
v∈V , is a non-degenerate random variable. The statistical properties of

∼
v are

common knowledge. The supportV⊆ < includes its lower-bound b (or upper-bound b), if and only if this bound-

ary value is finite; E[
∼
v], the unconditional mean of

∼
v , is normalized to 0. In the beginning,F (·), the cumulative

distribution function of
∼
v , is absolutely continuous, and f(·), the non-cumulative probability distribution function

of
∼
v , is symmetric (in Section III, the absolute continuity and symmetry requirements are relaxed).

The timing is as follows: Before the realization of
∼
v , denoted v, gets exogenously revealed to the market at

the very end of the period, a sequence of two rounds of trading,n ∈{1, 2}, takes place (Section V.A considers

any finite sequence of rounds). Roundn consists of three steps. In step 1, a public disclosure occurs. In step 2, the

insider submits an order or quantity. In step 3, the market fixes the price at which the order is executed.

Two main states of the world are possible:
∼
s∈{I, U}. State I occurs with commonly known probability q.

Only the insider knows the realization of
∼
s. When

∼
s=I , we say that the insider is informed. In round n=1, an

informed insider learns whether
∼
v<0 or

∼
v>0, and then in round n=2, he learns

∼
v=v (for the case of an informed

insider who observes
∼
v=v already in round n=1, see Section V). When the insider privately knows that

∼
s=U , we

say that he is uninformed. In state U , the insider does not know anything about the realization of
∼
v at any round.

At roundn, the insider trades a quantityxn that is positive for a purchase, negative for a sale, and 0 otherwise.

The insider is constrained in asset holdings, in that he is restricted to holdxn∈[−xI ,xI ], where xI , which is the

cap on total exposure, is strictly positive and finite, and x0, or the amount of shares held at the very beginning of

the period (i.e., before roundn=1 starts), is normalized without loss of generality to 0.10 Thus, the insider trades

x1∈[−xI , xI ] andx2∈ [−xI−x1, xI−x1]. The insider’s trading strategy, denotedX , is the vector of functions

〈X1, X2〉. To account for mixed strategies,Xn assigns to realizations of
∼
s and

∼
v probability distributions defined

over round n quantities traded.11 The market’s strategy, or pricing rule, is the vector of functions 〈P1, P 2〉.
Assume an intra-period discount factor equal to 1, and denote, with πn=xn(v − pn), the portion of insider’s

profits attributable to the round n ∈{1, 2} trade, where pn=Pn (Ωn) is the price in round n, and Ωn is M’s

information set at roundn.

[See Fig. 1.]

Definition 1 Theequilibriumisdefinedas follows: (i)Astrategy by I thatmaximizes theoverall sum ofdiscounted

expected profits over time, given the price setting rule and the information I has when making each trade, (ii) a

strategy thatallowsM to set eachprice equal to theasset’s expectedvalue,given I’s strategy and the information

publicly available (market efficiency condition). Finally, (iii) each agent’s belief about the other agent’s strategy

is correct in equilibrium.

10Other authors have assumed symmetric upper and lower bounds in the change of holdings (e.g., VB, Brunnermeier and Pedersen

2005).
11Implicitly, the insider acts strategically when uninformed, as in Allen and Gale (1992), FH, Goldstein and Guembel (2008), and

JN, in contrast with the assumption in another important strand of literature, in which the insider, when uninformed, is not present in

the trading venue (see Chakraborty and Yilmaz 2004a, 2004b, 2008).
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Implicitly following the market efficiency condition, assume that at the very beginning of the period, the

asset price (in this case p0) equals 0,12 and at the very end of the period, the asset is traded at the real value.

As a distinctive feature of this model, public disclosures are the only signals sent by the insider to the

market.13 In our model, under a trade disclosure rule, the market at round n only learns whether the insider

sold or bought or did not trade in round n− 1. Specifically, in the second round the signal τ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} gets

publicly released: τ=−1 implies that the insider sold during the first round, whereas τ=1 implies a purchase (for

post-trade disclosures of submitted quantities, see Section V). Finally, τ=0 implies no revelation in the second

round about the sale or purchase that the insider undertook during the first round (if trade disclosure is mandated,

τ=0 implies inactivity at the first round). Because no disclosure occurs in the first round, we have that Ω1={∅}
and Ω2={τ}, and consequently P1: {∅}→V and P2: {−1, 0, 1} →V .

II. Markets with mandatory trade disclosure

This section analyzes a regulation mandating disclosures of the trade direction, first by considering the case of

a non-repeated sequence of two rounds, then by presenting a multi-period framework in which this sequence is

repeated infinite times.

II.A. Single-period uninformative equilibrium

Consider the case in which the insider cannot disclose any information publicly (i.e., the case of market

anonymity), which we refer to for comparative purposes. In this case, a ‘unique price’ equilibrium exists, in

which absence of any public signal (i.e. Ωn={∅}) implies no price shift. Here, equilibrium price uniqueness

refers to a unique component of infinite equilibria, all of which share the same equilibrium prices, pn= 0, even

though these equilibria differ in the insider’s strategy. Under market anonymity, the equilibrium trading behavior

of an insider aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) is such that

∑
n xn equals −xI (resp., xI) or, said differently, such that at

the end of the period this type of insider holds−xI (resp.,xI). To achieve this end-of-period goal, in equilibrium

this type of insider can place any probability on all roundn=1 trade quantities (x1=0 included). At the equilib-

rium, the end-of-period expected profits of an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and those of an insider aware of

∼
v>0 equal

xIξ, where:

ξ = E[
∼
v|∼v > 0]= 2

b∫
0

v 1(0 < v < b)f(v)dv, (1)

and 1(·) is the indicator function (for brevity, instead of
∫ 
ı 1(ı<v<)f(v)dv, from now on we write

∫ 
ı h(v)dv,

where h(v) equals f(v) for any ı<v< and equals 0 otherwise). For the uninformed type of insider, the equilib-

rium trading behavior is such that
∑

n xn∈ [−xI , xI ], an end-of-period goal achieved byplacing anyprobability

on all roundn trade quantities. In particular, this type of insider is indifferent about whether or not to trade at any

12This assumption plays no role in determining the results but facilitates exposition by allowing us to describe whether and how the

prices set byM shift from this initial level.
13To reconduct the current structure to that in Kyle (1985), we should introduce noise traders who submit orders, together withI, through

a system that instantaneously reveals to the public the round n flow of orders,
∼
un+xn, only in aggregate, where

∼
un, the noise traders’

demand in n, is a continuous random variable such that
∼
un and

∼
v are independent. Of the two ways, adduced in the introduction to this

analysis, to justify a non-informative order flow, the first then could be formalized with any density of
∼
un with support (−∞,∞). In this

structure, as long as 2xI is quantitatively negligible, noise traders provide full camouflage becauseE[xn|
∼
un+xn] ≈ E[xn|

∼
un].
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round, because any possible trading behavior in equilibrium causes him to earn 0 expected profits by the end of

the period. Finally, notice that all equilibria in which an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and an insider aware of

∼
v>0 place

a first round order equal respectively to −xI and to xI are robust to a probability that the market exogenously

learns v in advance, i.e., at the end of the first rather than the second round.

Next consider mandatory trade disclosure. As for the case of market anonymity,an initial trade by the insider

doesnot affect theshort-runprice,p1. In fact, becauseΩ1={∅}, themarket setsp1=p0=0.Although thesubsequent

public disclosure of the initial trade might alter the long-run price p2, we prove that in the single period, the only

pricing rule that is justified (and thus, part of an equilibrium) is one that makesM disregard this disclosure.

Proposition 1 Under mandatory trade disclosure, in the single period, the unique price equilibrium is as fol-

lows:M sets pn= 0; an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one aware of

∼
v>0 trade in such a way that

∑
n xn= −xI

and
∑

n xn= xI , respectively, provided that they disclose the same signal τ with equal probability (even0or1);

and an uninformed insider trades any quantityxn.

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.

In equilibrium, because pn equals 0, the payoff that the insider expects to achieve equals the one expected

under market anonymity. Specifically, under mandatory trade disclosure, the end-of-period expected profits of

an uninformed insider equal 0, whereas those of an insider aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) amount to xIξ.

To see why disclosure of trades (and disclosure of no trade) is not informative, consider any candidate equi-

librium pricing rule, such that the signal τ=−1 or τ=0 or τ=1 causes the price p2 to shift from p0=0. For each

of these pricing rules, derive I’s best reply under the assumption that, when informed, the insider already ob-

serves
∼
v=v in the first round. Holding this optimal trading strategy fixed, notice that the candidate pricing rule in

question causesM to reply to all types of insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 or

∼
v=v>0 with a price in the opposite parti-

tion of the support V .14 This incorrect price shift follows an identical first round order,x1 (and thus an identical

disclosure of trade direction). This optimal trading behavior is unaffected if the insider only observes whether

∼
v<0 or

∼
v>0 in the first round, case in which any of these candidate pricing rules continues to suffer from the

same problem. Now recall that, becausef( · ) is symmetric around 0, the probability of
∼
v being greater or smaller

than p0 is the same. It then follows that any of these candidate pricing rules is (in expectation) wrong. In fact, at

least half of the time, prices shift in the wrong partition of
∼
v , regardless of whether, in the first round, the insider

knows
∼
v=v or

∼
v≷ 0. In conclusion, no pricing rule such thatp2 6= p0 can be an equilibrium one.

14To make some off-the-path manipulative attempts by I explicit, consider the following candidate equilibrium pricing rules and the

associated I best responses. Holding p1=0 unchanged, suppose that P2(τ=−1)—namely, the price in response to a disclosed sale—is

negative, P2(τ=0) is non-negative, and P2(τ=1) is positive (this is case C3 in the proof to Proposition 1). In this case, the round

n=1 placed orders in response to these prices, as well as the disclosed trade directions, depend on the exact value that P2(τ=−1),

P2(τ=0), and P2(τ=1) assume. Specifically, if both P2(τ=1) and
P2(τ=0)

2
are not greater than |P 2(τ=−1)|, each type of insider

aware of
∼
v=v>0 prefers to disclose a first round sale, which moves p2 down (in the wrong direction). If this latter condition on

prices is not satisfied, each type of insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to purchase or not to trade in n=1, depending on whether

P2(τ=1) ≥P2(τ=0)
2

or 0<P2(τ=1) ≤P2(τ=0)
2

, which causes p2 to shift up (in the wrong direction). Suppose instead that P2(τ=−1)
is positive, and that P2(τ=0) and P2(τ=1) are non-positive (this is case C6 in the proof to Proposition 1). In this case, each type of

insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to sell the same quantity in the first round and to continue selling up to the total exposure cap

thereafter. The initial sale causes p2 to shift up (in the wrong direction).
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The result in Proposition 1 is in line with the classical result in finitely repeated zero-sum games of incom-

plete information, in which it is impossible for an informed sender to mislead an uninformed receiver (Aumann

and Maschler 1995). Here,M does not use the signal received, because I’s preferences over actions are com-

pletely opposed to what can be roughly defined asM’s preferences to set prices efficiently. If prices reacted

to the trade disclosure (or to its absence), the pricing rule would not be justified, and in this sense,Mwould be

worse off and would deviate. Otherwise, regardless of whetherI is actually informed, with a probability greater

than half, prices would shift in the opposite direction with respect to v, and in practice,M could do better by

tossing a coin. This result is due to the position limit assumption (as explained in Section III), but does not rely

onM knowing the effective size of the cap on total exposure,xI .

With respect to the equilibrium trading strategy depicted under market anonymity, the one under mandatory

trade disclosure is constrained as follows: The probability that an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one aware of

∼
v>0

place on first round purchases is the same. Analogously, the probability that these types of insider place on first

round sales is identical, as is the probability placed onx1=0. In this way, the revelation of information following

the first round trade is eliminated. To eliminate information revelation, the insider can, but does not have to,

employ mixed strategies, which is why so-called dissimulation is not a driving force for our result. What matters

is that all the informed types of insider initially disregard their information and disclose (at least in probability)

an identical signal. By contradiction, suppose that the insider(s) aware of
∼
v>0 decided to signal τ=0 less often

than the insider(s) aware of
∼
v<0, for example. For each of these types of informed insider, the best trading plan

associated with the signaling plan in question implies a payoff that equals the equilibrium payoff. However, the

resulting best reply is not of equilibrium, because τ=0 shifts p2 down below 0, a pattern that has been shown

not to be compatible with that of an equilibrium pricing rule. Finally, notice that even when the uninformed

type of insider signals differently from what the informed types signal, the market still does not extract useful

information. Therefore, the pricing rule pn=0 is justified.15

II.B. Informative equilibria of the reputational framework

This subsection assesses whether alternative equilibria are possible, for which disclosed trades become relevant.

We allow for an infinite repetition of the single period and refer to an equilibrium as a sequence of history-

contingent replies that satisfy certain sequential conditions. When analyzing a problem with t ∈ N periods, ad-

ditional assumptions are needed. First, an inter-period discount factor, δ ∈ [0, 1), is assumed. Second, δ and q

do not vary over time. Third, the insider involved in the infinite repetition is always the same, yet at the very

beginning of each period,
∼
s and

∼
v are drawn again. In particular, both

∼
s and

∼
v are i.i.d. over periods. Fourth,

for any repetition of the period, x0 is normalized to 0, meaning that the amount of shares held by the insider at

15None of the infinite equilibria implied by Proposition 1 is robust to a small probability thatM exogenously learns v in advance, in

which case, if pn=0, an insider aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) strictly prefers to sell (resp., buy) in the first round. The new trading strategy

causesM to deviate, setting p2(τ=−1)<0, p2(τ=0)=0, and p2(τ=1)>0. At these new prices however, an insider aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) buys (resp., sells) in the first round, which moves p2 in the wrong direction, then reverses his initial position in the likely event

of an exogenous, public revelation of v at the end of the second round. To obtain an equilibrium that is robust to the perturbation in

question, we can require, for example, thatM sets prices efficiently, in the weak sense, if no equilibrium exists that is robust to a small

probability that M learns v in advance, such that pn equals 0 even though an insider aware of
∼
v<0 initially sells and one aware of

∼
v>0 initially buys (for the cases in this paper, other than that of a single period with mandatory trade disclosure, this imposition will

be unnecessary). At this equilibrium, the insider’s expected profits coincide with those realized under market anonymity.
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the end of each period does not affect the subsequent-period space of actions. The implicit justification for this

assumption is that the insider can always rebalance his holdings at the end of each period, when shares are traded

at the real value that has just been exogenously revealed to the public.

For an infinite repetition of the two rounds, consider the following strategy forM:

Conjecture 1 SupposeM’s strategy is to set p1=0 and p2=Pµ2 (·) in the first period, where Pµ2 (τ=−1)=−µ,

Pµ2 (τ=0)=0, and Pµ2 (τ=1)=µ, and µ ≥ 0 is the magnitude of the second-round price shift. At the second round

of the tth period, if the outcome of all t− 1 preceding periods has been τ=−1 ∧ v<0 or τ=0 or τ=1 ∧ v>0,

then play Pµ2 ; otherwise, set p2=0.16

The analysis is now restricted to what, forµ>0,we call a trigger strategy, which consists of a generic history-

contingent pricing rule with a punishment scheme that makes the market ignore subsequent disclosures when

the insider defects, that is, when at a specific period he causes the price to go in the wrong direction with respect

to v. The punishment refers to the expected decrease in per period profits suffered byI after defection, namely,

after the market observes vp2<0. Conjecture 1 implies that, in case period t disclosure moves the price away

from period t real value—which unveils a manipulative behavior that is recorded by the market only at the end

of period t—then, from period t+1 onward, the market reverts to single-period equilibrium behavior by setting

prices equal to 0. In this case, from period t+1, the insider reverts to single-period equilibrium behavior. It will be

shown that, depending on δ and q, sub-classes of the trigger strategy in Conjecture 1 are part of an equilibrium.

Here, M could be thought of as representing the behavior of a semi-strong efficient market as a whole (as

in BL) or serving as an intermediary. The pricing rule in this subsection is a Grim trigger strategy that applies

a punishment consisting ofM reverting to single-period equilibrium behavior forever (Friedman 1971). Thus, a

legitimate question is whether the notion of a single agent,M, accomplishing its task by selecting this pricing

rule is consistent with the idea of more non-cooperative auctioneers, each of whom must set the efficient price at

a different round.17 Section IV explains why the answer to this question is positive, for any equilibrium trigger

strategy selected by the single agent. Section IV also accounts for the multiplicity of equilibrium price reactions

to a certain sequence of disclosures.

II.B.1. Benchmark case (q = 1)

Given the pricing rule in Conjecture 1, if at a certain period prices shift positively, at that period an insider aware

of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) confronts a choice between two relevant behaviors. If he decides to incur market punishment,

the insider finds it optimal initially to buy (resp., sell) up to the cap on total exposure and undertake a complete

reversal of the initial position afterward, in the second round; in this case, he misleads the market, or simply

misleads. Conversely, if this type of insider decides not to incur the punishment, he finds it optimal to sell (resp.,

buy) up to the total exposure cap in the first round, completely reversing this position in the second round if he

16The symbol ∧ stands for and.
17Caldentey and Stacchetti (2010, p. 250) also reflect on how inter-round equilibrium dynamics might be affected if the agent setting

the efficient price in one round is not active in future rounds. To support the interpretation of the Kyle auctioneer as the reduced form

of more bidders competing on price, they suggest imagining an indefinitely large group of bidders, each of whom acts only once and

then quits, with the consequence that these bidders avoid multi-round collusion.
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is aware of a second-round price overshooting—that is, if v lies between p2 and p0—or undertaking no second-

round exchange at all otherwise. In this case, he leads the market, or simply leads. Having identified these two

relevant behaviors, let
_
α∈ [0, 1] be the probability with which this type of insider chooses to mislead rather than

lead. Our first lemma follows immediately.

Lemma 1 Consider mandatory trade disclosure, the pricing rule in Conjecture 1, and a specific period in

which µ is greater than 0. After having decided to mislead and lead the market with probabilities
_
α and 1− _

α,

respectively, an informed type of insider expects to earn
_
α·M(µ)+(1− _

α)·L(µ) in that period, where:

L (µ) = xI

[
ξ + 4

µ∫
0

(µ− v)h(v)dv

]
, (2)

and

M (µ) = xI

[
ξ + 4µ

b∫
0

h(v)dv

]
. (3)

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.

As long as µ is positive at a certain period, the two-round profits that an informed insider expects from

misleading at that period,M(µ>0), are greater than those from leading, L(µ>0). By leading, this type of insider

still has a chance to benefit from an additional price differential at the second round, so the profits expected from

leading are greater than the equilibrium profits that the insider expects after a defection, in each period in which

he is informed—formally, L(µ>0)>xIξ.

The next proposition presents the equilibrium for q=1, in which I is systematically informed and must figure

out
_
α∗I , the level of

_
α that maximizes his discounted expected profits over periods, where by construction,

_
α∗I

is not only I’s optimal choice when, in the current period, I is informed and µ is positive, but also I’s optimal

planned choice when he is informed again in any future period in which µ is still positive.

Proposition 2 For mandatory trade disclosure, a reputational framework, and an insider who is informed with

certainty at any period, (i) if δ≥δ∇=M(µ=ξ)−L(µ=ξ)
M(µ=ξ)−xIξ , an equilibrium exists in which disclosures affect prices.

Specifically,M undertakes the strategy in Conjecture 1, setting µ = ξ, and the insider systematically leads the

market (i.e.,
_
α∗I= 0), never incurring market punishment. (ii) If δ < δ∇, at each repetition the equilibrium coin-

cides with the single period equilibrium derived under mandatory trade disclosure.

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.

The logic of this result is as follows: Consider a situation in which µ today is greater than 0. If δ>δ∇,

namely, if an insider who is always informed gives substantial weight to the profits achievable from leading in

all periods—which is an alternative to earning even more only once today by misleading, but then earning less

forever—he opts for the former option with certainty. Thus, prices are never manipulated at the equilibrium that

is in pure strategies. Because disclosures are fully informative, each equilibrium second-round price shift equals

ξ. Conversely, if δ<δ∇, namely, if this insider does not weigh future profits enough, he always misleads (i.e.,
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chooses
_
α∗I= 1). However, M anticipates such misleading behavior and ignores disclosures by setting µ=0.

In this latter case, in equilibrium I trades as he would if the single period were not repeated. Finally, in the

unimportant case with δ=δ∇,18 the insider is indifferent toward misleading or leading, for any value of µ. For

brevity, in this case, we refer only to the latter behavior, and therefore only to the most informative equilibrium.

II.B.2. Generalized case (q ∈ (0,1]): Informative equilibria with or without manipulative threat

Consider an insider who is not informed with certainty. Provided that at a certain period prices shift positively

as stated in Conjecture 1, at that period the insider, when uninformed, is confronted with choosing between

two relevant behaviors. If he decides to risk incurring market punishment, he finds it optimal to either buy or

sell initially up to the cap on total exposure, so that the second-round price moves up or down respectively,

then reverse completely this position in the second round. In this case, the uninformed insider pretends to be

informed, that is, he bluffs. Conversely, if he decides not to risk incurring the punishment, he does not disclose

any purchase or sale in that period; in this case, he does not bluff. Let
_

β∈ [0, 1] be the probability with which I
chooses to bluff as opposed to not bluffing when uninformed. The next lemma follows immediately:

Lemma 2 Consider mandatory trade disclosure, the pricing rule in Conjecture 1, and a specific period in

which µ is greater than 0. After having decided to bluff with probability
_

β (i.e., to defect with probability

_

β
2 ), an

uninformed type of insider expects to earn
_

β·B(µ) in that period, where B(µ)=2µxI .

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.

The intuition behind this result is simple. If at a certain period an uninformed type of insider decides not to

bluff, he expects to earn 0 profits in that period (no matter what the second round trade is). Conversely, as long as

µ is positive, by bluffing he expects to earn B(µ>0)>0. In particular, an insider who bluffs is indifferent about

disclosing a purchase or a sale. In either case, because of the symmetry of the pricing rule, he expects to earn

the same end-of-period profits. In addition, the choice between a purchase disclosure and a sale disclosure does

not even impact on the likelihood that one of these disclosures accidentally causes the price to be wrong—an

event that, because of the symmetry of the punishment scheme and of f(·), occurs with probability
_

β
2 . Still, we

discard any candidate equilibrium bluffing behavior, such that the probability with which I discloses a purchase

differs from the probability with which I discloses a sale. In fact, the symmetric pricing rule in Conjecture 1

is justified only if beliefs in response to a purchase and to a sale disclosure are restricted to assigning the same

probability to the uninformed type of insider. For this reason, if the insider chooses to bluff at the equilibrium,

he randomizes with equal probability between a sale disclosure and a purchase disclosure.

When q is not restricted to equal 1, another dimension is added to the insider’s problem presented in the pre-

vious subsection. At any period in which µ is still expected to be positive, I now must choose
_
α when informed

and
_

β when uninformed, taking into account that this choice causes prices to shift again, in the subsequent period,

with probability 1− _
α and 1−

_

β
2 , respectively. In particular, the inter-temporal problem that I must solve differs,

18The case is unimportant because δ∇ is a point in the continuum.
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depending on whether in the current period, that is, period t=1, he is informed. Thus, let
_
α∗I and

_

β
∗I

(or
_
α∗U

and
_

β
∗U

) be the levels of
_
α and

_

β that maximize E[ΠI ] (resp., E[ΠU ]), equal to the discounted sum of profits

that I expects to earn over time when in period t=1 he is (resp., is not) informed. Specifically, for an insider who

is currently uninformed,
_

β
∗U

represents his optimal choice today if µ at the current period is positive, and also

his optimal planned choice when uninformed again in any future period in which µ is expected to be positive.

Instead, for a insider who is currently informed (or uninformed),
_

β
∗I

(resp.,
_
α∗U ) represents his optimal planned

choice tomorrow, if at that future period the insider turns out to be uninformed (resp., informed) and µ is still

expected to be positive. The next lemma defines I’s best response.

Lemma 3 Consider mandatory trade disclosure, a reputational framework, and an insider who receives

new information every period with probability q. Given the pricing rule in Conjecture 1, identify the pairs

_
α∗I ,

_

β
∗I

= arg max
_
α,

_

β
E[ΠI ] and

_
α∗U ,

_

β
∗U

= arg max
_
α,

_

β
E[ΠU ], where:

E[ΠI ]=
_
α ·M (µ) + (1− _

α) · L (µ) +
_
α

δ

1− δ · qxIξ + (1− _
α) δ · S(q, δ, µ,

_
α,

_

β), (4)

E[ΠU ] =
_

β ·B (µ) + (1−
_

β

2
)δ · S(q, δ, µ,

_
α,

_

β) +

_

β

2

δ

1− δ · qxIξ, (5)

and

S =
q[

_
α ·M(µ) + (1− _

α) · L(µ)] + (1− q)
_

β ·B(µ)+ δ
1−δ [q

_
α+ (1−q)

_

β
2 ]qxIξ

1− δ 2(1−q _
α)−

_

β(1−q)
2

. (6)

If µ is greater than 0 in period t=1, then the optimal trading behavior of an informed (or uninformed) insider in

period t=1 translates to the insider leading the market with probability
_
α∗I (resp., bluffing with probability

_

β
∗U

).

Derivation of S in Lemma 3. For an infinite horizon, with the market’s pricing rule held fixed, by defecting at

period t=1, the insider’s expected profits from period t=2 on (discounted to t=1) equal δ
1−δ qxIξ; by not defecting

in t=1, they equal δS, where S depends on
_
α,

_

β, q, δ, and µ. In particular, S=
∑∞

i=0 δ
iWi+1, where:

W1=q[
_
α ·M(µ)+(1− _

α) · L(µ)]+(1− q)
_

β ·B(µ), (7)

and

Wj+1=
_
αq2xIξ+q(1− _

α)W j+(1− q)(1−
_

β)W j+
(1− q)

_

β

2
Wj+

(1− q)
_

β

2
qxIξ,∀j>1, (8)

which also can be written as Wj+1=γ+ϕW j , ∀j>1, where γ=[q
_
α+

(1−q)
_

β
2 ]qxIξ and ϕ=[2(1−q _

α)−
_

β(1−q)
2 ]. This is

a first-order linear difference equation. Thus, Wj+1=γ[
∑j−1

i=0 ϕ
i]+ϕjW1=γ 1−ϕj

1−ϕ +ϕjW1. It follows that:

S=
∞∑
i=0

δi[ϕiW1+γ
1− ϕi
1− ϕ ]=

W1+ δ
1−δγ

1− δϕ . (9)

The series converges if |δϕ|<1, which is always verified because 0 ≤ δ<1 and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1. That is, (i) ϕ ≤ 1

∴−
_

β(1− q) ≤ 2q
_
α, and (ii) 0 ≤ ϕ∴ 0 ≤ 2(1− q _

α) −
_

β(1− q)∴ q(2 _
α−

_

β) ≤ 2 −
_

β, which hold whenever
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_
α∈ [0, 1]∧

_

β∈ [0, 1] ∧ q ∈ (0, 1]. It is also easy to check that δ
1−δ qxIξ<δ·S, ∀δ>0 ∧ µ>0.

Intuitively, the function S embeds several elements. The insider does not know whether he will be informed

at each future date but knows that at any date he will have learned whether he is newly informed before sig-

naling. In the decision process, I accounts for the probability of receiving new information, how much he

weighs future profits, and the consequences of each signal on the direction of present and future price shifts.

In particular, for an insider who is currently informed (or uninformed), his optimal choice today,
_
α∗I (resp.,

_

β
∗U

), coincides with his optimal planned choice when informed (resp., uninformed) tomorrow, if prices in that

future period are still expected to react to disclosure. These choices coincide because of the assumption of an

insider who learns only about
∼
v<0 or

∼
v>0 rather than

∼
v=v in the first round, which simplifies the analysis.

Otherwise, the multi-period problem of an insider who is currently informed—but not of one who is currently

uninformed—is affected in a non-trivial way, as solved in Section V.B.2.

The next lemma defines the level ofµ at which the pricing rule in Conjecture 1 is efficient.

Lemma 4 For mandatory trade disclosure, a reputational framework, and I who receives information with

probability q in every period and trades optimally given the pricing rule in Conjecture 1, the market efficiency

condition holds for µ=1(
_
α∗I<1

2)[1−(1− q)
_

β∗U ](1− 2
_
α∗I )ξ.

Beliefs formed in response to current disclosures account directly for the current and indirectly for the

planned choices by an insider aware about prices that move as stated in Conjecture 1. In the present period,

disclosures are informative (µ is positive) only if
_
α∗I<1

2 , that is, if an insider who is currently informed leads

with probability greater than 1
2 . In this case, provided

_

β∗U =0, a level of µ equal to 1− 2
_
α∗I ensures efficient

pricing. This level must be reduced (i.e., multiplied by 1− (1− q)
_

β∗U ) if
_

β∗U>0, that is, if the insider bluffs

with positive probability when currently uninformed.

The next proposition presents the closed-form solution to the general problem for q ∈ (0, 1] in markets

with mandatory trade disclosure. The structure underlying this problem is that of a new, important class of

supergame—more precisely, of infinitely repeated games with discounting. In the next section, we extend this

critical result and provide some commentary.

Proposition 3 For mandatory trade disclosure and a reputational framework, three regions over the space in

δ ∈ [0, 1) and q ∈ (0, 1] are identified. They correspond to three classes of equilibria in whichM undertakes

the strategy in Conjecture 1. In detail, (1) if δ ≥ ∆(q, µ = ξ), in each period, µ equals ξ, and I leads when in-

formed and does not bluff when uninformed (i.e.,
_
α∗I=

_

β
∗U

= 0); (2) if∇(q, µ = qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ = ξ), then up

to the jth repetition, µ equals qξ and I leads when informed and bluffs when uninformed (i.e.,
_
α∗I= 0,

_

β
∗U

= 1),

where j is the period in which vp2<0, and from period j+1 on, the equilibrium coincides with the single period

equilibrium; and (3) if δ<∇(q, µ = qξ), in each period, µ equals 0, and I reverts to single-period equilibrium

behavior. Specifically, ∆(q, µ) equals
B(µ)

B(µ)+ q
2

[L(µ)−xIξ] and∇(q, µ) equals
M(µ)−L(µ)

1+q
2
M(µ)− 1−q

2
L(µ)+(1−q)B(µ)−qxIξ

.

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.
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The logic of the result is as follows: Holding fixed any specific value of µ greater than 0, notice that, (1)

in case δ ≥ ∆(q, µ>0), the pairs
_
α∗I=0,

_

β∗I =0 and
_
α∗U=0,

_

β∗U =0 maximize the functions E[ΠI ] and E[ΠU ],

respectively. Thus, I’s optimal choice is to lead when informed and not to bluff when uninformed. Given this

insider’s behavior, a level of µ equal to ξ guarantees price efficiency. At this level of µ, the insider does not de-

viate from the derived strategy. Consequently, if δ ≥ ∆(q, µ=ξ), equilibrium disclosures are fully informative

and no manipulation arises. (2) In case∇(q, µ>0) ≤ δ ≤ ∆(q, µ>0), the pairs
_
α∗I=0,

_

β∗I =1 and
_
α∗U=0,

_

β∗U =1

maximize E[ΠI ] and E[ΠU ], respectively. Hence,I’s best reply is to lead when informed and bluff when unin-

formed, providing that in the period, prices are known to react to disclosures. Given this trading strategy, a level

of µ equal to qξ guarantees price efficiency.At this level of µ, no deviation by I occurs. It follows that, (2.a) if q=1

and∇(q=1, µ=ξ) ≤ δ≤ ∆(q=1, µ=ξ), no manipulation occurs, so equilibrium disclosures are again fully infor-

mative. Conversely, (2.b) if q<1 and ∇(q<1, µ=qξ) ≤ δ ≤ ∆(q<1, µ=ξ), equilibrium disclosures are partially

informative until a manipulative attempt causes the price to shift in the wrong direction, an event that occurs

by the end of the kth period with probability 1− (1+q
2 )

k
. 19 After period j, at the end of which M observes

vp2<0 and records the manipulation, I stops leading when informed and bluffing when uninformed, and reverts

to single-period equilibrium behavior. (3) In case δ ≤ ∇(q, µ>0), the arguments maximizing the two functions

do not always coincide, but still,
_
α∗I=

_
α∗U=1. This means that, if prices shifted, I would always mislead when

informed. Thus, M anticipates I’s misleading behavior, which is why in equilibrium M ignores disclosures

and I trades as he does in the single period. Here and below, if the insider is indifferent about misleading and

leading (or about bluffing and non-bluffing), we refer only to the latter behavior. Therefore, for any unimportant

pair δ=∆(q<1, µ>0), q<1 or δ=∇(q, µ>0), q, we refer only to the most informative equilibrium.

Note that the functions∇(q, µ) and ∆(q, µ) are continuous, and that∇(q=1, µ=ξ) is equal to δ∇ (derived in

the benchmark case) and smaller than ∆(q=1, µ=ξ). Also note that limq→0 ∆ (q, µ=ξ)→ 1 and
∂(∆(q,µ=ξ))

∂q <0.

Figure 2 contains an example with
∼
v∼U[−1, 1] to provide a graphical idea of the closed-form solution to the

issue.

[See Fig. 2.]

Two final remarks are in order. First, starting from any pair δ ' 1 and q ∈ (0, 1) associated with an infor-

mative equilibrium without manipulation, by gradually decreasing δ, at some point a switch in the equilibrium

always occurs, to one in which I still has no incentive to mislead but has an incentive to bluff. This is due to

the fact that, for any positive µ, the overall incentive that an informed I has to mislead (rather than lead) to-

day is smaller than the one that the same insider has to bluff (rather than not bluff) today when uninformed.

On the one hand, in each period, the extra-payoff from misleading, [M(µ)−L(µ)], is smaller than that from

bluffing, [B(µ)− 0].20 On the other hand, misleading implies a punishment with certainty, whereas bluffing

implies a defection only with probability 1
2 . In conclusion, for q ∈ (0, 1), whenever δ assumes values just below

19For k=1, the probability of a defection equals ε = 1−q
2

. For k=2, it equals ε+ ε(1− ε), that is, the probability of defection today

plus that of a defection in period t=2, provided a punishment has not yet occurred. By the end of period t=k, a defection occurs with

probability ε+ ε(1− ε) + ...+ ε(1− ε)k−1=ε 1−(1−ε)
k

1−(1−ε) =1− ( 1+q
2

)k.

20Actually,M(µ)−L(µ)<B(µ) ∴ 2xI [
∫ µ
0

2vh(v)dv+
∫ b
µ

2µh(v)dv]<2µxI ∴
∫ µ
0

(µ− v)h(v)dv>0, for allµ>0.
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∆(q<1, µ=ξ), at the equilibrium I continues leading when informed but starts bluffing when uninformed. Sec-

ond, disclosures are both informative and non-manipulative if and only if δ is greater than ∆ (q=1, µ=ξ) and,

at the same time, I is sufficiently likely to become informed (i.e., q is sufficiently high). In fact, because the

threshold function ∆ (q, µ=ξ) is decreasing in q, only those pairs δ and q lying on the right of this threshold

are associated with informative equilibria without manipulation. In particular, the intuition behind the negative

slope of ∆ (q, µ=ξ) is as follows: The higher the probability that I becomes informed in future periods, the more

often I can lead and earn more than he could under anonymity, if disclosures are informative in these periods,

and consequently, the smaller the weight that I has to assign to future profits to choose to manipulate when

uninformed in the current repetition (causing future disclosures not to be informative with a 50% chance).

III. Foundation of mandatory and voluntary disclosure

We start with a focus on mandatory and voluntary trade disclosures, then extend the study to the voluntary

disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information.

III.A. Voluntary vs. mandatory trade disclosure

To study the foundation of mandatory and voluntary trade disclosures, and highlight the role of the position limit

to which I is subject, together with the role of the asset value properties, we start with a comparison against the

benchmark model of FH. The propositions below refer to our insider, who is constrained in asset holdings.

In FH, for a disclosure to be forthcoming, it must be mandatory, because disclosures reduce the profits of

the informed insider. For a single period of n ∈ {1, 2} rounds, assume that an insider, informed with probability

q, can trade a (divisible) unit xI per round, that his orders have no direct price impact, and that
∼
v∈{b,b} has

equally likely priors. Under mandatory trade disclosure, in equilibrium p1=0, and in response to a sale (or pur-

chase) disclosure, p2=qb (resp., p2=qb). At these prices, an insider aware of
∼
v<0 sells xI twice, whereas one

aware of
∼
v>0 purchases xI twice. In both cases though these types of insider earn less than they would under

market anonymity. Instead, an uninformed insider randomizes with equal probability between trading x1=xI ,

x2=−xI versus x1=−xI , x2=xI , earning an end-of-period expected profit equal to xIqb>0. Because the in-

formed insider’s loss from disclosure is equal in magnitude to the uninformed insider’s gain, the profits that the

insider expects to earn before knowing whether he is informed or uninformed are higher under mandatory trade

disclosure (compared with market anonymity) only if q<1
2 .

In contrast, in our model under mandatory trade disclosure, the equilibrium end-of-period expected profits

of any type of insider are equal to or greater than those under market anonymity. Thus, if an insider with con-

strained asset holdings were to choose between trading under a mandatory trade disclosure rule and trading

under anonymity, he would always at least weakly prefer the former option. Intuitively, this is why, for disclo-

sure to be forthcoming, it does not have to be mandatory. The next proposition presents the equilibria for the

case in which our insider can voluntarily decide whether to disclose each purchase or sale.

Proposition 4 For voluntary trade disclosure, in the single period, a unique price equilibrium exists in

which pn=0; an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one aware of

∼
v>0 disclose the same signal τ with equal prob-
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ability, trading in such a way that
∑

n xn=−xI and
∑

n xn=xI , respectively; and an uninformed insider at-

taches any probability to any signal τ , trading in such a way that
∑

n xn∈ [−xI , xI ]. Within the reputational

framework, informative equilibria exist in which M undertakes the strategy in Conjecture 1. Specifically, if

δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ), in each period, µ equals ξ, and an insider who is aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) trades as if under

mandatory disclosure, voluntarily revealing his initial trade, whereas an uninformed insider does not disclose.

If ∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q,µ=ξ), in each period up to the jth repetition, µ equals qξ, and the insider, when in-

formed, trades and discloses as before, but when uninformed, he randomizes with equal probability between

selling and purchasing up to the maximum cap, then discloses the initial trade, and finally reverses the initial

position completely; from period j+1 on, the equilibrium coincides with the single period equilibrium.

Proof. See Internet Appendix A.

Compared with a mandatory trade disclosure, under a voluntary trade disclosure, the conditions for an equi-

librium in which informative trades arise are harder to satisfy. The signal τ=0 is more opaque than when dis-

closures are mandatory, and therefore, in the single period, no pricing rule with prices that react to voluntarily

disclosed trades (or to the absence of disclosure) is part of an equilibrium. To see it, consider any of these pricing

rules, and derive the optimal response of an insider who is allowed(but not mandated) to disclose trades and who

observes
∼
v=v already in the first round. Given the insider’s optimal response, notice thatM turns out to reply to

all types of insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 or

∼
v=v>0 with prices that move in the wrong direction.For the same reasons

adduced for the case of a mandatory disclosure, the pricing rule in question is not justified, no matter whether

an informed I observes
∼
v≷ 0 or

∼
v=v in the first round. In equilibrium, the probability that these informed types

of insider place on a first round sale (or absence of trade, or purchase) is not necessarily the same. However, the

probability that they signal τ=−1 (or τ=0, or τ=1) is identical and can take any value from 0 to 1. In this way,

the revelation of inside information is eliminated, and pn=0 is justified.Finally, consider the class of equilibria in

which an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and an insider aware of

∼
v>0, respectively, trade−xI and xI in the first round but

do not disclose. This class of equilibria is robust to a small probability thatM exogenously learns v in advance.

Within the reputational framework, provided the weight assigned to future periods is sufficient (more pre-

cisely, provided ∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤ δ), in equilibrium the insider voluntarily discloses trades that are informative,

earning at least as much as with marker anonymity, whether informed and uninformed. Specifically, until de-

fection, voluntarily disclosed trades (as a function of the realizations of
∼
s and

∼
v) and prices (as a function of

disclosures) are identical to those in Proposition 3, because the relevant payoff structure21 coincides with the

one analyzed under mandatory disclosure. Suppose that today µ is positive, and consider first an insider who is

currently aware of
∼
v>0 (the case in which the insider is aware of

∼
v<0 is symmetric). The only case in which

this insider incurs a market punishment is when he voluntarily discloses a sale. In this case, by initially selling

as much as possible and buying back up to the total exposure cap in the second round, he expects to earn the

most, namely, M(µ>0), in the current period. Alternatively, if this type of insider does not aim to incur the

21The term relevant refers to the end-of-period payoff that I achieves from misleading, leading, bluffing, and not bluffing, as well as

the implications that the pursuit of one specific payoff or another has on the probability of a punishment.
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punishment, he can choose between two main options: not disclosing any trade (which does not prevent him

from placing either a buy or a sell order initially) or disclosing a purchase. The latter option is more profitable,

provided the insider initially purchases up the maximum and completely reverses the initial position if v<p2.

Then the expected profit equals L(µ>0). Next, consider an insider who is currently uninformed. This type of in-

sider can bluff (disclosing either a purchase or sale), in which case he risks incurring the punishment but expects

to earn B(µ>0) by the end of the period. Alternatively, he can avoid disclosure, and then is certain about not

incurring the punishment but expects to earn 0 profits in that period.22 In conclusion, the four relevant insider

options parallel those under mandatory disclosure.

The next proposition highlights the general asset value properties that drive the model’s equilibria derived

so far, when the insider is constrained on asset holdings. To ease the task of understanding the proposition, con-

sider any symmetric distribution of
∼
v centered around 0 (a realization that, for the time being, is assumed not

to be possible), and define, with r>0, the realization of
∼
v that is closest to 0 from the right. Three observa-

tions regarding the repeated framework are in order. First, for δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ), at a specific period, the disclosure

by an informed insider moves the price in the direction of the real value, whereas the disclosure by an unin-

formed insider does not take place, provided that µ is positive and f( · ) is such that r<ξ, two conditions that

ensure an incentive for informed types of insider to lead the price toward the real value. In fact, an insider who

learns −ξ<v<0 and one who learns 0<v<ξ both earn more than under anonymity by reversing their initial

position, trading at P2(τ=−1)=−ξ and P2(τ=1)=ξ, respectively. Second, for ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ), the

uninformed insider also discloses his trade (to manipulate market beliefs), provided µ is positive and f(·) is now

such that r<qξ, two conditions that make an insider who learns −qξ<v<0 and one who learns 0<v<qξ both

increase their profits by reversing the initial position, trading at P2(τ=−1)=−qξ and P2(τ=1)=qξ, respectively.

Third, for δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ) and r ≮ ξ (or for ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ) and r ≮ qξ), the only equilibrium that

arises is the one with uninformative disclosures. The result is formalized and generalized as follows:

Proposition 5 Relax the requirement of a symmetric f( · ) or of a F ( · ) being absolutely continuous, and

consider the following restrictions:

R1 : Pr(
∼
v<0)=Pr(

∼
v>0)=1

2 , R2 : Pr(−γ<∼v<0)= Pr(0<
∼
v<γ)6= 0,

R3 : E[
∼
v | b≤ ∼v ≤ −γ]=− E[

∼
v | γ ≤∼v≤b], R4 : E[

∼
v | −γ<∼v<0]=−E[

∼
v | 0<∼v<γ],

where γ equals ξ if δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ) (or qξ if ∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q,µ=ξ)). Under restrictions R1 to R4, all the

preceding equilibrium results still hold. Those in the single period only require R1 to be satisfied.

Notice that |b| does not have to equal b; even f( · ) does not have to be symmetric. In addition, R1 has two

implications. On the one hand, it ensures an equal probability mass below and above E[
∼
v], a restriction that is

sufficient to guarantee that the results in the single period hold. For example, the proof of Proposition 1 does not

rely on the support of
∼
v being continuous, on the number of realizations of

∼
v below and above 0 being equal,

on the distance between each realization of
∼
v and 0, or on whether a realization of

∼
v below or above 0 is more

22If an insider who is currently uninformed signals τ=0, his current period expected profits do not depend on whether he trades. Thus,

for δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ), the pre-defection equilibrium trading behavior can differ from that in Proposition 3.
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likely than another realization lying on the same side of the support. On the other hand, R1 implicitly tells us

that
∼
v=0 is either a zero-probability event or simply not possible, depending on whether the support of

∼
v is

continuous around the initial price. When informed, the insider thus is clearly aware of whether the real asset

value is below or above 0, and no ambiguity arises about whether a trade disclosure pushed the market price in

the wrong direction. For the results in Proposition 3 and 4 to hold, R2–R4 are necessary to ensure that, at the

beginning of a period, an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one aware of

∼
v>0 expect to achieve the same end-of-period

extra-payoff from misleading. In particular, R2 is necessary to allow for possible equilibrium price overshooting,

which gives the insider an incentive to send meaningful signals and to disclose voluntarily. In turn, R2 implicitly

requires the existence of at least four realizations of
∼
v , two smaller than 0, and two greater. Specifically, for

δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ) (or for∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q,µ=ξ)), at least one realization of
∼
v must lie below −ξ, at least one

must lie over both (−ξ, 0) and (0, ξ) (resp., over both (−qξ, 0) and (0, qξ)), and at least one must be greater

than ξ. In contrast, the results in the single period hold even if only two realizations are possible, one smaller

and one greater than 0. This means that, for a random variable
∼
v∈{b,b} with equally likely priors, systematic

manipulation by an uninformed insider in the FH benchmark model is driven by the ability to trade up to a

unit per round. If the insider’s ability to trade gets constrained on asset holdings, disclosures become no longer

informative, and manipulations no longer occur. Furthermore, if the asset value proprieties also change, so that

R1–R4 are satisfied, equilibrium price overshooting becomes possible, and with it, the (voluntary) disclosure of

informative and, in some instances, manipulative signals.

III.B. Voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information

This subsection considers the voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable messages when the market interprets

these messages in up to three distinctive ways (for more than three distinctive ways, see Section V.A and end

of Section V.B.2). Unlike for the case of a trade disclosure—where τ=−1 and τ=1 imply that the insider sold

and bought, respectively—ex-ante unverifiable messages are not a priori associated with any trade undertaken.

Their disclosure is equivalent to the disclosure of non-necessarily truthful trades. Therefore, ex-ante unverifiable

messages are trickier to interpret.

Consider a setting in which trades are unobservable. The insider sends an observable message φi,m∈ Φm

⊂ Φ, m ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, at the beginning of each period second round, so that P2: Φ→V , where φi,m is a priori

not correlated with any trade, Φm is non-empty, Φm ∩ Φ¬m=∅, and Φ is the universe of non-costly (verbal or

non-verbal) messages.23 In this setting, if the period is not repeated, the insider’s messages are not informative

at the equilibrium. In fact, for any pricing rule with prices that react somehow to a specific message or another,

and the insider’s associated best response, the pricing rule in question turns out to be wrong in expectation.

Conversely, within the reputational framework, the insider’s messages may be informative at the equilibrium.

To construct an informative equilibrium, consider the following strategy forM:

Conjecture 2 SupposeM’s strategy is to set p1=0 and p2=Pµ
′

2 (·) in the first period, where Pµ
′

2 (φ·,−1)=−µ′,

23Inactivity by an insider who does not send any message is a signal per se.
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Pµ
′

2 (φ·,0)=0, and Pµ
′

2 (φ·,1)=µ′≥ 0. In the second round of the tth period, if the outcome of all t− 1 preceding

periods has been φ·,−1∧v<0 or φ·,0 or φ·,1∧v>0, then play Pµ
′

2 ; otherwise, set p2=0.

The equilibria with ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure are presented in Proposition 6:

Proposition 6 For ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure, under R1, in the single period a unique price

equilibrium exists in which pn=0; an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one aware of

∼
v>0 disclose φi,m with equal

probability, trading in such a way that
∑

n xn=−xI and
∑

n xn=xI , respectively; and an uninformed insider

attaches any probability to any signal φ·,m and to any trade quantity xn. Under R1–R4, within the reputational

framework, informative equilibria exist in which M undertakes the strategy in Conjecture 2. Specifically, if

δ ≥ ∆(q,µ=ξ), in each period, µ′ equals ξ, an insider who is aware of
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0) trades as under a trade

disclosure rule, and signals φ·,−1 (resp., φ·,1), whereas an uninformed insider signals φ·,0. If ∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤
δ<∆(q,µ=ξ), up to the jth repetition, µ′ equals qξ, and the insider, when informed, trades and signals as

before, whereas when uninformed, randomizes with equal probability between selling up to the maximum and

signaling φ·,−1 on one side and purchasing up to the maximum and signaling φ·,1 on the other, then reverses the

initial position completely; from period j+1 on, the equilibrium coincides with the single period equilibrium.

In the single period,M is unable to extract meaningful information even if the insider is mandated to disclose

trades. Therefore, in a setting in which the insider’s messages are not tied to a specific trade, the result cannot be

other than confirmed. Intuitively, this is why, in all single-period equilibria with ex-anteunverifiable information

disclosure, prices do not move. Of all these equilibria, the ones in which an insider aware of
∼
v<0 and one

aware of
∼
v>0 respectively trade −xI and xI in the first round display robustness to a small probability thatM

exogenously learnsv in advance.

Within the reputational framework, for each pair δ and q such that ∇(q,µ=qξ) ≤ δ, in equilibrium the ex-

ante unverifiable messages that the insider sends before defection are informative and allow him to earn as much

or more than he does under anonymity. Specifically, with respect to the reputational equilibrium derived under

a trade disclosure rule, before defection the insider signals φ·,−1 (or φ·,0, or φ·,1) instead of τ=−1 (resp., τ=0;

τ=1), and the price in response to the ex-ante unverifiable message in question reacts as it would following the

disclosure of a sale (resp., absence of disclosure, disclosure of a purchase). The analogy with the reputational

equilibrium achieved under a trade disclosure rule is due to the fact that the relevant payoff structures coincide.

Suppose that today µ′ is positive, and consider an insider who observes
∼
v>0, for example. If this insider chooses

to incur market punishment, it is optimal for him to sell initially up to the total exposure cap, signal φ·,−1, and

then buy back up to the maximum cap, which implies a current period expected profit equal to M(µ′=µ>0).

Instead, if this insider chooses not to incur market punishment, it is optimal for him to purchase initially up to

the total exposure cap, signal φ·,1, and reverse completely the initial position if v<p2, which implies a current

period expected profit equal toL(µ′=µ>0). Then consider an insider who is currently uninformed. If this insider

chooses to risk the punishment, it is optimal for him to trade and signal either x1=−xI and φ·,−1 or x1=xI

and φ·,1, then reverse completely the initial position, which implies a current period expected profit equal to

B(µ′=µ>0). Conversely, if the uninformed insider chooses to avoid the punishment with certainty, he can only
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signal φ·,0, which allows him to earn 0 current period expected profits. Finally notice that at each informative

equilibrium, all messages φ·,−1 ∈ Φ−1 sent before defection convey information about a decrease of the real

asset value, which is why we classify these messages as unfavorable; for the opposite reason, we classify all

messages φ·,1 ∈ Φ1 sent before defection as favorable.

With reference to VB’s study, often cited when referring to an insider trader who spreads rumors (see, e.g.,

Kyle and Viswanathan 2008), the structure proposed herein is more general and allows for several innovative

existence results. The two models in VB are more a characterization of a pure strategy equilibrium rather than a

proof of existence, and for different reasons, they are not quite right (see Internet Appendix B). The present work

contributes to this strand of literature by establishing a firmer foundation for information-based manipulations.

IV. Robustness (Part I): Market beliefs

This section focuses on market beliefs and highlights how the informative equilibria derived above are robust in

two regards.

Within the reputational framework, for the same pair δ and q, an unlimited number of alternative trigger

strategies can be part of an equilibrium.On the one hand, the way prices shift following the same disclosures can

differ. On the other hand, equilibria exist in which prices start shifting again at some point following a defection.

As a sort of guided tour through this wide universe of multiple equilibria, Internet Appendix C identifies four

minimal restrictions on market beliefs, such that if any equilibrium price shift occurs at period t, then the way

the price reacts in response to a specific signal, disclosed at period t, is unique and equal to qξ or ξ in magnitude,

depending on whether ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ) or δ ≥ ∆(q, µ=ξ) respectively; we term this result price-

shift uniqueness.

Rather than a uniqueM, let us now consider more non-cooperative auctioneers, each of whom has to set the

efficient price at one or more distinct rounds. The aim of this exercise is to reveal that even under this alternative

specification, the equilibrium dynamics are unaffected. An uninformative equilibrium always exists in which

the current auctioneer ignores disclosures, irrespective of how future auctioneers are believed to respond. More

important, informative equilibria analogous to those achievable with a uniqueM also always exist. Consider an

informative equilibrium in whichMundertakes a Grim trigger strategy for example. An analogous equilibrium

exists in which, along the equilibrium path, the price responses by future auctioneers imply a punishment equiv-

alent toI’s intrinsic misbehavior against past auctioneers. This analogous equilibrium arises because all agents

share the awareness that post-defection prices are set by auctioneers who disregard disclosures, which justifies

beliefs about pre-defection disclosures being informative. Given the third condition in the standard definition

of equilibrium employed herein, it is the awareness about any implied punishment-equivalent price response

by those auctioneers acting in the future that supports the response by the current auctioneer, when the latter

believes that the history of disclosures currently observed is somehow informative.

V. Robustness (Part II): Inside information arrival and trade size disclosure

This section discusses alternative versions of our model. In particular, we relax two restrictive assumptions: (1)
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a quality improvement in the information possessed by an informed insider (from
∼
v<0 or

∼
v>0 observed in n=1,

to
∼
v=v observed in n=2) and (2) a public disclosure about the direction of trade but not about its size. We show

that several equilibria exist, the outcomes of which are in line with those derived so far.

The first assumption is relaxed by analyzing an insider who, when informed, observes
∼
v=v from the first

round. The model is such that an equilibrium characterization is possible, both under a regulation about trade

disclosure and under voluntary ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure.

When we twist the secondassumption, our structure is sufficient to account for the full range of consequences

that four regulations (alternatives to the mandatory/voluntary disclosure of trade direction) imply: mandatory

trade size disclosure, voluntary trade size disclosure, voluntary trade size disclosure when revelation of trade

direction is mandatory, and voluntarily disclosure of trade direction, trade size, or nothing.

V.A. Robustness of the single-period uninformative equilibrium

This subsection examines a period comprised of any finite sequence of rounds, n ∈ {1, .., N}, in which I
trades x1 and xn>1∈[−xI−

∑n−1
i=1 xi,xI−

∑n−1
i=1 xi] according to the strategy 〈X1, .., XN 〉. For any possible

non-degenerate random variable
∼
v∈V , regardless of whether in the first round an informed insider learns only

∼
v≷ E[

∼
v] or

∼
v=v, a unique price equilibrium exists in which the market ignores disclosures, setting pn∈{1,..,N},

the price at each round, equal to E[
∼
v]. This equilibrium holds for any combination of the provision of order di-

rection and order size disclosures considered in this work, as well as in the case of an insider who sends ex-ante

unverifiable messages that the market can interpret in any distinctive way. In equilibrium, any insider aware of

∼
v<E[

∼
v] (or

∼
v>E[

∼
v]) trades in such a way that

∑
n xn=−xI (resp.,

∑
n xn=xI), and his disclosure at a specific

round is in probability identical to the disclosure that any other type of informed insider would make in the same

round, whereas the uninformed insider places any probability on all trade quantities and disclosures.

To understand why this equilibrium exists, suppose thatM believes disclosures to be uninformative and

therefore ignores them, setting pn∈{1,..,N} equal to E[
∼
v]. Holding this pricing rule fixed, note that at any round

but the last one,any specific type of insider is indifferent about trading one quantity or another (even 0), provided

he trades optimally in roundN . Each of these alternative sequences of trades is part of a best reply, because it

is not possible for this type of insider to earn more otherwise. It follows that, provided all types of insider signal

identically, the pricing rule in question is justified.

V.B. Robustness of the informative equilibria of the reputational framework

This subsection examines an infinitely repeated two-round period. To ease exposition, we refer to a real asset

value,
∼
v ,whose properties are those defined in Section I, and because we deal with Grim trigger strategies, to I’s

strategy andM’s pricing rule before defection (if any).

V.B.1. Insider’s gradual learning under trade size disclosure

Consider an insider who, when informed, learns
∼
v≷ 0 in the first round and

∼
v=v in the second. Also consider a

Grim trigger strategy with the following characteristics: First, the insider is thought of as defecting when, at the

end of a certain period, it happens that p2v<0. Second, at each second round before defection, the function P2

is such that a revelation of a purchase (or of a specific purchased quantity) causes a positive price shift, equal in
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magnitude to the negative shift following the revelation of a sale (resp., of an identical quantity, when sold); for

a regulation that mandates (or allows for) trade size revelation, P2 is non-decreasing in the disclosed quantity

x1; and absence of any trade disclosure causes the price not to shift.

For any of the four alternative regulations dealing with the trade size disclosure listed in the beginning

of Section V, and for each pair δ and q such that ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ, at least one equilibrium with informative

disclosures exists, whose outcome in terms of traded quantities (as a function of the realizations of
∼
s and

∼
v) and

prices (as a function of traded quantities) is identical to that proposed in Proposition 3. If the regulation allows

for the sole voluntary disclosure of trade size, the insider discloses these traded quantities voluntarily. If the

regulation allows for a voluntary disclosure of trade size when revelation of the trade direction is mandatory (or

for a voluntary disclosure of trade direction, trade size, or nothing), the insider discloses the direction of these

trades and, depending on the specification of the function P2, also their size.24

V.B.2. Insider’s immediate learning under any disclosure setting (non-trivial)

Here we consider an insider who, when informed, already learns
∼
v=v in the first round, and explain that, for

any of the alternative signaling channels studied so far, three regions over the space in δ ∈ [0, 1) and q ∈ (0, 1],

characterized by high, intermediate, and low values of δ, can be identified—call them upper, intermediate, and

lower regions, respectively. For each pair δ and q lying over the upper (or intermediate; or lower) region, an

equilibrium with fully (resp., partially; non-) informative disclosures exists in which the pricing rule and the

insider’s strategy coincide with those employed for δ ≥ ∆(q, µ=ξ) (resp., for∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ); for

δ<∇(q, µ=qξ)) by the market and by an insider who, when informed, only observes
∼
v ≷ 0 at the first round.

To simplify the exposition, we focus on a regulation that mandates revelation of trade direction but prevents

revelation of its size, and consider the strategy in Conjecture 1. Regarding the voluntary disclosure of the sole

trade direction (or any regulations dealing with trade size disclosure listed in the beginning of Section V, or the

disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information), the reasoning is analogous, because the relevant payoff structures

are equivalent.

As for the case examined in Section II, which differs from the one considered in terms of the rate of arrival

of inside information, the insider’s expected extra profits from bluffing when uninformed in any period (or from

misleading when informed in any future period) are identical across periods. However, unlike the case studied in

Section II, the insider’s extra profits from misleading when informed in the current period depend on
∼
v=v. Thus,

for each insider who observes a specific realization
∼
v=v at the first round of the current period, the solution to his

multi-period profit-maximization problem requires distinguishing his specific optimal choice in period t=1 from

the optimal planned choice when informed again in future periods. Therefore, the equation in Lemma 4 changes

24In this case, for each pair δ and q, such that ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ) (or that ∆(q, µ=ξ) ≤ δ), an equilibrium exists

in which all types (resp., informed types) of insider disclose trade size and P2(
τ=1
x1=0)<P2(

τ=1
x1=xI )=γ, where P2 is such that

{−1, 0, 1} ∪ [−xI , xI ]→V , the signal {τ 6= 0, x1=0} implies no trade size revelation, and γ is defined in Proposition 5. For the same

pair δ and q, a second equilibrium exists in which these types of insider only disclose trade direction and P2(
τ=1
x1=xI )<P2(

τ=1
x1=0)=γ.

For ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ, a third equilibrium also exists in which P2(
τ=1
x1=xI )=P2(

τ=1
x1=0)=γ. At this equilibrium, an insider aware of

∼
v<0

(or
∼
v>0) reveals the sold (resp., purchased) quantity with probability ς

t
∈ [0, 1] (resp., ςt∈ [0, 1]), while with probability 1−ς

t
(resp.,

1−ςt), he only discloses trade direction. Specifically, for∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ), the uninformed insider also discloses, revealing

how much he initially sold or purchased—as opposed to revealing only trade direction—with probabilities ς
t

and ςt respectively.
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so that µ reflects the expectation of the period t=1 optimal choices by all informed types of insider.

In determining the three regions of equilibria, of all types of insider who are currently informed, only the

type who observes |v| ≥ |µ| needs to be taken into account. To see why, suppose that µ>0 and define, with

X (µ, v), the current period extra-payoff that an informed insider earns from misleading rather than leading,

where X (µ>0, v ∈ (−µ, µ))=|2xIv| depends on the specific value of v that the insider currently observes,

whereas X (µ>0, |v| ≥ |µ|)=2xIµ does not. Two observations are in order. First, because the insiders aware

of |v| ≥ |µ| have equal incentives to mislead today, their current period optimal choice is identical. Second, if

the latter insiders misled in a candidate informative equilibrium, µ>0 would not be justified, because any second

round price shift would be too large. These two observations bring us to the following important remark: A char-

acteristic informative equilibria share is that all the insiders who are currently aware of |v| ≥ |µ| choose to lead

today. In addition, because X (µ>0, v ∈ (−µ, µ))<X (µ>0, |v| ≥ |µ|), all the latter insiders are more tempted

to mislead today than is any insider aware of v ∈ (−µ, µ). As a result, if one type (and thus each type) of insider

aware of |v| ≥ |µ| chooses to lead today—which we have explained to be necessary for any informative equi-

librium to arise—then every type of insider aware of v ∈ (−µ, µ) also chooses to lead today, because the latter

insider has a smaller incentive to mislead. This result reveals not only that no informed manipulation occurs at

the equilibrium but also that, to identify informative equilibrium behaviors, it is sufficient to restrict attention to

the optimal choices by an insider who currently observes |v| ≥ |µ| and by one who is currently uninformed.

For the highest values of δ and any q ∈ (0, 1], disclosures are fully informative at the equilibrium,so µ equals

ξ. In fact, because the insider weighs future profits heavily, at current period he leads when informed and does

not to manipulate otherwise. Now, starting from any pair δ ' 1, q ∈ (0, 1) and gradually shifting the parameter

δ down, at some point a first switch in the equilibrium occurs, to one with uninformed manipulations that cause

µ to equal qξ. Specifically, in line with Proposition 3, this switch in equilibrium takes place before a further

decrease of δ causes the equilibrium to switch again, to one in which no disclosure is informative. The driving

force for this result is that, for any pair δ and q ∈ (0, 1) and a positive µ, the overall incentive that an uninformed

insider has to bluff (rather than not to bluff) today is greater than the overall incentive that an insider aware

of
∼
v=v has to mislead (rather than lead) today. Consider those insiders currently aware of |v| ≥ |µ|, who have

the highest incentive to mislead. Because [B(µ)− 0]=X (µ>0, |v| ≥ |µ|), the end-of-period extra profits that

the uninformed insider expects to achieve when bluffing (rather than not bluffing) today equal the ones that an

insider aware of |v| ≥ |µ| achieves from misleading (rather than leading) today. Nonetheless, the different inter-

temporal consequences that these two choices imply are such that, for an insider aware of |v| ≥ |µ| (and thus for

any informed type of insider), choosing to mislead today is overall less appealing than it is for an uninformed

insider to choose to bluff today. It follows that, between the upper region (which contains all pairs δ ' 1, q)

and the lower region (which contains all pairs δ=0, q), there exists one and only one region of equilibria in

which the weight granted by I to future profits is not high enough to prevent him from manipulating today

when uninformed but is still too high to cause him to mislead today, when informed. In particular, the threshold

between the upper region and the intermediate region is decreasing in q, for the same reason as the function

∆(q,µ=ξ) (see Section II.B.2). In fact, the smaller the probability that I becomes informed in future periods, the
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more he must weigh future profits to avoid putting his reputation at risk when currently uninformed.Hence,only

those pairs δ and q lying to the right of this threshold are associated with informative equilibria without bluffing.

One final remark is in order. With regard to public trade disclosure (a similar argument applies to ex-ante

unverifiable information disclosure), given the trigger strategy defined in Section V.B.1, the level of information

embedded in prices does not increase in equilibrium if we allow for a structural switch in the disclosure setting,

from one in which only three signals can be sent (i.e., τ=−1, τ=0, and τ=1) to one in which infinite alternative

signals (i.e., exact quantity traded) may be.25 However, when the latter disclosure setting is taken into account,

for some pairs δ and q up to infinite other alternatives, informative equilibria exist in which the level of infor-

mation reflected in prices is higher, provided the notion of defection triggering the Grim punishment—that is,

the first restriction characterizing the trigger strategy in Section V.B.1—is refined. Nonetheless, none of these

equilibria is a separating equilibrium in which p2 systematically equals I’s information.26

VI. (Dis)advantages of the US short-swing rule

This section studies the US short-swing rule. In our analysis, this rule forces an insider, subject to mandatory

trade disclosure, to give up current period profits if he undertakes trade reversals during the period. To assess

the implications of this rule for market quality, we consider both the level of price efficiency and the occurrence

of price manipulation. Regulators generally perceive an increase in the former as a possible target; however, the

latter harms market integrity. In this respect,no synthetic index of market quality or price-level stability has been

generally accepted.

The imposition of the US short-swing rule causes trade reversals to be dominated actions, yet in specific

settings, this rule does not eliminate the incentive to manipulate. Consider a real asset value
∼
v ∈ {b,b}, and

an insider who can trade, as in FH and JN, a (divisible) unit xI per round. With this set of assumptions, a

unique two-round equilibrium exists in which, perhaps surprisingly, the insider systematically manipulates with

uninformed disclosures. Compared with the case in which the short-swing rule is not added to the mandatory

disclosure rule (see beginning of SectionIII.A), the equilibrium behavior of the informed types of insider and the

pricing rule coincide: an insider aware of
∼
v=b (or

∼
v=b) sells (resp., purchases) xI twice, and the price following

the disclosure of a sale (resp., purchase) equals qb (resp., qb). Instead, the uninformed insider randomizes with

equal probability between selling and purchasing xI in the first round, then places no further order in the second

round. Compared with a situation in which he is inactive in either round, the uninformed insider still expects to

earn0 profits, but causes the equilibrium price following trade disclosure to move less; therefore, when informed,

the insider earns more.

Holding the assumption of an asset value
∼
v with two equally likely priors unchanged, next consider an in-

sider with constrained asset holdings who is subject to the US short-swing rule. Among the different two-round

25Even when the number of possible signals is highest, namely, when the regulation allows voluntary disclosures of trade size but

mandates revelation of trade direction (or voluntary disclosures of trade size, trade direction, or nothing), the specification of P2 only

determines whether, in equilibrium, I discloses trade size too (resp., trade direction or trade size), as explained in Section V.B.1.
26At any candidate separating equilibrium, if I does not perfectly reveal his information, punishment occurs. However, I has no

incentive to avoid punishment. Not only is the end-of-period payoff following perfect revelation never greater than what I achieves,

in equilibrium and under anonymity, but it is also smaller than what I can get from defecting.
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equilibria that arise, there exists a class in which disclosures are informative, and an insider who observes
∼
v=b

(or is uninformed, or observes
∼
v=b) expects to earn xIξ (resp., 0; xIξ) per period by trading x1=−xI (resp., by

placing any probability on all first round trade quantities, x1=0 included; by trading x1=xI) and never trading

in the second round. In all but one of the equilibria belonging to this class, the uninformed insider undertakes

useless manipulations that do not benefit any type of insider. Motivated by this observation, we refine the notion

of equilibrium as follows:

Definition 2 If a type of insider is indifferent about whether or not to place orders at any round, he opts for no

order submission, unless this choice causes another type of insider to earn less.

Taking Definition 2 into account, for any non-degenerate random variable
∼
v∈V and a period of N rounds,

in equilibrium an insider with constrained asset holdings who is subject to the US short-swing rule never ma-

nipulates prices. Specifically, even if multiple equilibria are still possible,27 only one of these equilibria displays

robustness to a small probability thatM exogenously learns v in advance. At this equilibrium, an insider who ob-

serves
∼
v<E[

∼
v] (or is uninformed, or observes

∼
v>E[

∼
v]) trades x1=−xI , xn≥2=0 (resp., trades xn<N=0; trades

x1=xI , xn≥2=0), and any price following the disclosure of a first round sale (or no first round disclosure, or the

disclosure of a first round purchase) is equal to E[
∼
v|∼v<0] (resp., to E[

∼
v]; to E[

∼
v|∼v>0]).

To highlight the advantages and disadvantages implied by the imposition of the US short-swing rule on an in-

sider constrained in asset holdings, consider this latter equilibrium. Using the case ofN=2, we can draw the fol-

lowing conclusions: With respect to the equilibrium with mandatory trade disclosure presented in Proposition 3,

for δ<∇(q, µ=qξ), the USshort-swing rule makes disclosures informative, and for∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ),

it eliminates uninformed manipulations that otherwise would have occurred. However, for ∆(q, µ=ξ) ≤ δ, this

additional rule neither reduces manipulations (which would have not arisen in any case) nor improves price effi-

ciency (because first round disclosures would have been equally informative).TheUSshort-swing rule evenmay

have negative effects. Following the informative disclosure of an initial sale or purchase, this rule, because it

prevents trade reversals, indirectly compromises any further revelation of inside information that the disclosure

of a reversal (or of a missed reversal) would have conveyed otherwise. This happens for N>2, which implies

that inside information is sufficiently long-lived, provided δ is sufficiently high. In this case, if the short-swing

rule is not added to mandatory trade disclosure, a reputational equilibrium exists in which the insider never ma-

nipulates (because δ is sufficiently high), and the possible disclosure of reversals implies higher price efficiency

(see Internet Appendix D). For example, consider the equilibrium behavior of an insider who is currently aware

of
∼
v>0 (the behavior of an insider aware of

∼
v<0 is symmetric). In the first round, this insider purchases up to the

maximum cap to lead the price toward its real value. If the second-round price following the disclosure of a pur-

chase overshoots the inside information, this insider undertakes a second-round reversal, whose disclosure at the

beginning of the third round causes the price to shift even closer to the real value. Conversely, if the second-round

price following the disclosure of a purchase undershoots the inside information, though this insider would like

27ForN=2, e.g., with probabilityψ ∈ [0, 1], an insider aware of
∼
v<E[

∼
v ] (or

∼
v>E[

∼
v ]) trades x1=−xI (resp.,x1=xI) andx2=0, while

with probability 1− ψ, he tradesx1=0 andx2=−xI (resp.,x2=xI) so thatP2(τ=0)=E[
∼
v ] and−P 2(τ=−1)=P2(τ=1)=E[

∼
v |∼v>0].
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to purchase again, he will not be able to do so, because the cap on total exposure already had been reached in the

first round.Therefore, in the second round he does not trade. Nonetheless, even the absence of trade disclosure at

the beginning of the third round shifts the price closer to the real value. These insights suggest some reflections

about the unconditional introduction of the short-swing rule, which in this case would be unsuccessful.

The predictions about SEC Section 16(b) are robust, in two regards. First, the results are unaffected if the

insider, when informed, already learns
∼
v=v rather than

∼
v≷ E[

∼
v] in the first round. Second, traded quantities and

price responses do not change in equilibrium if the regulation mandates trade size disclosure.

VII. Conclusions (main findings)

This article considers public disclosure by an insider whose orders have no direct price impact.

First, we focus our analysis on a regulation that mandates such an insider to disclose publicly the trades he

undertakes. The analysis brings us to the following main equilibrium result: For any discount factor in line with

those in most world economies, if prices are known to react to public disclosures then the insider, when informed,

trades and thus discloses with the objective of leading these prices toward the real asset value, reversing his initial

position if the disclosure causes price overshooting. When this insider is uninformed, his behavior depends on

the probability of being informed in the future. Specifically, an insider who is less likely to be informed tends

to manipulate the market with uninformed disclosures while an insider who is more likely to be informed does

not. Thus, in showing that not all insiders influence the market with socially undesirable but barely indictable

manipulations, the equilibrium result reduces practitioners’ concerns about this form of disclosure. In showing

that more likely informed insiders tend not to manipulate when uninformed, this result might also stimulate

policy debate on whether to allow only these insiders to disclose.

The second main equilibrium result discussed in this article is that it is unnecessary to mandate trade rev-

elation. Intuitively, the insider earns at least as much with a disclosure rule as without. Hence, by changing the

regulation and making trade reporting non-compulsory, whenever the price is known to react to disclosures,

the insider will trade as under mandatory disclosure, voluntarily revealing his trades immediately after having

bought or sold up to his (privately known)maximum cap. This result not only reduces authorities’concerns about

enforcing the reporting of trades with punitive laws or expensive oversight. It also highlights a link to the strand

of literature on the voluntary disclosure of ex-ante unverifiable information by insider traders, to which we con-

tribute by relaxing the assumption of a honest insider and showing what follows: When the market interprets an

ex-ante unverifiable inside statement to be favorable/unfavorable, prices move in the same way that they would

following the disclosure of a purchase/sale, which is the trade that the insider actually undertakes before produc-

ing the unverifiable statement in question. This third main equilibrium result suggests that, if the insider plans to

manipulate prices with ex-ante unverifiable statements when uninformed, the introduction of a rule that requires

this insider to disclosure his trades does not prevent price manipulation.

In our theory, manipulations can be eradicated altogether by adding the short-swing rule to the mandatory

disclosure rule. In fact, this additional rule indirectly forbids trade reversals and thereby ensures that any other-

wise appealing deceptive disclosure is not made. However, if it is imposed on those insiders whose disclosures

in the absence of short-swing rule are already purely informative and not manipulative, then this additional rule
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is not only unnecessary. Provided at the same time inside information is sufficiently long-lived, the short-swing

rule is also price inefficient because it prevents the public revelation of undertaken and missed reversals that

would otherwise have pushed prices even closer to the real asset value.

Finally we note that, if the disclosure of inside statements can be delayed, even a very large insider will

behave exactly as predicted by our theory, limiting the direct impact of orders on prices by breaking down each

pre-decided order into small chunks, and disclosing to the public immediately after the full execution of the

pre-decided order. Under mandatory trade disclosure, this prediction suggests that one way of preventing such

an insider from undertaking the illicit informed dissimulations suggested in the literature is to allow him to delay

disclosing his trades.
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Fig. 1. Time line Timing of events in a single period.

Fig. 2. Equilibria of the reputational framework Behavior of µ (magnitude of the equilibrium price shift

following trade disclosure) for each pair δ and q (inter-period discount factor and probability that I becomes

informed in future periods, respectively) in the case of a real asset value
∼
v∼U[−1, 1].
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Internet Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1. For any possible pricing rule such that, first, p1=0 and, second,

∃τ : P 2(τ) 6= 0, under the assumption that I already observes ∼v=v in the first round, we

derive the optimal strategy for the insider, X. Holding X fixed, we show thatM is setting

either P2(τ ,X1(
∼
s=I,

∼
v=v<0))>0 in response to the disclosure by each insider aware of

∼
v=v<0

or P2(τ ,X1(
∼
s=I,

∼
v=v>0))<0 in response to the disclosure by each insider aware of

∼
v=v>0,

which are what we call contradictions.

Eight cases (from C1 to C8) representing all possible combinations of second-round price

responses can be identified.

C1: P2 (τ=1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≥ 0.1 Given these second-round price re-

sponses, the following sub-cases can be identified. (i) If at least one signal τ=i causes P2(τ=i)

to equal 0, an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to trade a quantity X1(

∼
s=I,

∼
v=v<0)

such that τ 6= i. In fact, for P2(τ=1) (or P2(τ=0), or P2(τ=−1)) different from 0, by trad-

ing x1=xI , x2=−2xI (resp., x1=0, x2=−xI ; x1. 0, x2. −xI) and thus signaling τ=1 (resp.,

τ=0; τ=−1), this insider earns more than xIv; instead, by signaling τ=i, this insider cannot

earn more than xIv.2 Holding X1 fixed, we have that P2(τ 6= i,X1(
∼
v=v<0))>0, ∀v<0, which

is a contradiction. (ii) If P2(τ)>0, ∀τ , it is straightforward to see that the optimal trading

strategy for the insider, X, is such that P2(τ ,X1(
∼
v=v<0))>0, ∀v<0, which is again a con-

tradiction.

C2: P2 (τ=1)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≤ 0. This case is symmetric to C1.

C3: P2 (τ=1)>0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)< 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, an insider aware of
∼
v=v>max {0; ζ; ε} strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI ,

where ζ=P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=1) and ε=P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0)
2

.3 Thus, as long as max {ζ; ε} ≤ 0,

any insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 finds it optimal to trade X1(

∼
s=I, {ζ; ε} ≤ 0<v)=−xI . Holding

1The symbol ∧ stands for and.
2The symbols & and . stand for just greater than and just smaller than, respectively.
3First, notice that an insider aware of

∼
v=v>0 strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than

to trade any alternative pair of quantities x1<0, x2= · . Second, an insider who observes v ≥ P 2 (τ=1)
always strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than to trade x1>0, x2= · , whereas an insider who
observes 0<v<P2 (τ=1) strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than to trade x1>0, x2= · only if
{−xIv+2xI [v − P 2 (τ=−1) ]}>{xIv − 2xI [v − P 2 (τ=1) ]} ∴ v>ζ. Third, an insider aware of v ≥ P 2 (τ=0)
always strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than to trade x1=0, x2= · , whereas an insider
aware of 0<v<P2 (τ=0) strictly prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than to trade x1=0, x2= · only if
{−xIv+2xI [v − P 2 (τ=−1) ]}>{−xI [v − P 2 (τ=0) ]} ∴ v>ε.
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X1 fixed, we have that P2(τ=−1, X1(
∼
s=I, {ζ; ε} ≤ 0<v))<0, ∀v>0, which is a contradiction.

Now we show that, even for max {ζ; ε}>0, a contradiction arises.

To proceed, the following intermediate results need to be listed: (1) An insider aware of
∼
v=v<0

strictly prefers to trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI (or x1=0, x2=−xI) rather than to trade any other

pair of quantities such that x1>0 (resp., x1=0). (2) An insider aware of v ≤ P 2(τ=−1)<0

strictly prefers to trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI (or x1=0, x2=−xI) rather than to trade x1<0, x2=·.

(3) An insider who observes P2(τ=−1)<v<0 strictly prefers to trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI (or

x1=0, x2=−xI) rather than to trade x1<0, x2= · only if xIv − 2xI [v − P 2(τ=1)] (resp.,

−xI [v − P 2(τ=0)]) is strictly greater than −xIv+ 2xI [v − P 2(τ=−1)], that is, only if v<ζ

(resp., v<ε). (4) If P2(τ=1)> P2(τ=0)
2

(or P2(τ=1)=P2(τ=0)
2

; or P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0)
2

), the profits

that an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 earns from trading x1=xI , x2=−2xI are greater than (resp.,

equal to; smaller than) those from trading x1=0, x2=−xI .

For max {ζ; ε}>0, as a consequence of the results at points 1 to 4, the following conclusions

can be drawn: (a) Suppose that P2(τ=1)>P2(τ=0)
2

. (a.i) In the sub-case of ζ>0, for any value

of ε, the optimal strategy for the insider, X, is such that, when he is informed about
∼
v=v<0,

he trades x1=xI , x2=−2xI . Holding X fixed, it follows that P2(τ ,X1(
∼
v=v<0))>0, ∀v<0,

which is a contradiction. (a.ii) The remaining sub-case with ζ ≤ 0<ε is not of interest, be-

cause it refers to a situation where P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=1) ≤ 0<P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0)
2

∴ P 2(τ=1)

<P2(τ=0)
2

, whereas the case under consideration (i.e., point a) is the one in which P2(τ=1)

>P2(τ=0)
2

. (b) Suppose that P2(τ=1)=P2(τ=0)
2

(case in which P2(τ=0)>0). This condition on

prices, together with the condition that max {ζ; ε}>0, imply that ζ=ε>0, in which case each

insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to randomize between trading x1=xI , x2=−2xI and

trading x1=0, x2=−xI . Holding the optimal trading behavior by all these types of insider

fixed, regardless of the probability with which each of them chooses to buy as opposed to not

trading in the first round (even probability 0 or 1), the price in response to their disclosure

turns out to lie above 0, which is a contradiction. (c) Suppose that P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0)
2

(case

in which P2(τ=0)>0). (c.i) In the sub-case of ε>0, for any value of ζ, the optimal strategy

for the insider, X, is such that, when he is informed about
∼
v=v<0, he trades x1=0, x2=−xI .

Holding X fixed, it follows that P2(τ ,X1(
∼
v=v<0))>0, ∀v<0, which is a contradiction. (c.ii)

The remaining sub-case with ε ≤ 0<ζ is not of interest, because it refers to a situation where

P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0)
2
≤ 0<P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=1) ∴P2(τ=0)

2
<P2(τ=1), whereas the case under con-

sideration (i.e., point c) is the one in which P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0)
2

.

2



C4: P2 (τ=1)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)<0. This case is symmetric to C3.

C5: P2 (τ=−1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)< 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, the optimal strategy for the insider, X, is such that, when he is informed about
∼
v=v>0, he trades x1& 0;x2. xI . Holding X fixed, it follows that P2(τ ,X1(

∼
v=v>0))<0,

∀v>0, which is a contradiction.

C6: P2 (τ=−1)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≤ 0. This case is symmetric to C5.

C7: P2 (τ=0)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≤ 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, the following cases can be identified. (i) For P2 (τ 6= 0)=0, then we are in case

C1. (ii) For P2(τ 6= 0) 6= 0, all types of insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 strictly prefer to trade

x1=xI , x2=0 rather than to trade x1=0;x2= · , meaning that they all signal in a way that

pushes p2 below 0. (iii) For P2(τ=1)=0 ∧ P 2(τ=−1)<0 (or for P2(τ=1)<0 ∧ P 2(τ=−1)=0),

the optimal trading strategy for the insider, X, is such that, when he is informed about
∼
v=v>0, he trades x1=−xI , x2=2xI (resp., x1& 0, x2. xI). Holding X fixed, it follows that

P2(τ=−1, X1(
∼
v=v>0))<0 (resp., P2(τ=1, X1(

∼
v=v>0))<0), ∀v>0, which is a contradiction.

C8: P2 (τ=0)< 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≥ 0. This case is symmetric to C7.

Proof of Lemma 1. For µ>0, if an insider who is currently informed decides to lead the

market, his end-of-period expected profit equals L (µ)=xI [2
∫ µ

0
(2µ− v)h(v)dv+2

∫ b
µ
vh(v)dv],

which can be rearranged to give Equation 2. Instead, if this insider decides to mislead the

market, his end-of-period expected profit equals M (µ)=xI2
∫ b

0
(2µ+ v)h(v)dv, which can be

rearranged to give Equation 3.

Proof of Proposition 2. Here we only identify the level of
_
α that, for µ>0, max-

imizes the discounted expected profits over periods. In detail,
_
α∗I=arg max_

α
E [Π], where

E [Π]=T +κ {T +κ {T +κ {...}}}= T
1−κ , T =

_
α·M (µ)+

(
1−

_
α
)
·L(µ)+

_
α δxIξ

1−δ , and κ=δ
(
1−

_
α
)
.

Because δ R δ∇→∂E[Π]

∂
_
α
Q 0, we have that if δ>δ∇, then

_
α∗I equals 0, whereas if δ<δ∇, then

_
α∗I equals 1.

Proof of Lemma 2. Given µ>0, if an insider who is currently uninformed decides not

to bluff, his end-of-period expected profit equals 0, for any probability placed on all second-

round trade quantities (x2=0 included). If this insider decides to bluff, his end-of-period

expected profit equals B(µ)=
∫
v
{xI(−1) (−µ) +xI [v−(−µ)]}f(v)dv=2µxI>0.

Proof of Proposition 3. For µ>0, we prove that if δ ≥ ∆(q, µ), then
_
α∗I=

_

β
∗U
=0; if

3



∇(q, µ) ≤ δ ≤ ∆(q, µ), then
_
α∗I=0,

_

β
∗U
=1; and if δ ≤ ∇(q, µ), then

_
α∗I=1.

In order to identify
_
α∗I and

_

β
∗U
, we compute ∂E[ΠI ]

∂
_
α
, ∂E[ΠI ]

∂
_
β
, ∂E[ΠU ]

∂
_
α

and ∂E[ΠU ]

∂
_
β
. The

denominator of each of the four resulting fractions is function of
_
α and

_

β and is squared,

whereas each numerator is not function of the variable with respect to which we compute

the derivative. Thus, both for the case in which I is currently informed and for the case

in which he is currently uninformed, the solution to the maximization problem must be a

corner solution.

Consider the function E[ΠI ]. Notice (a) that E[ΠI |
_
α=

_

β=0] R E[ΠI |
_
α=0,

_

β=1] ⇔ δ

R ∆ (q, µ), (b) that E[ΠI |
_
α=

_

β=0] R E[ΠI |
_
α=1] ⇔ δ R M(µ) − L(µ)

M(µ) − L(µ) +q[L(µ) − xIξ]
, and (c)

that E[ΠI |
_
α=0,

_

β=1] R E[ΠI |
_
α=1] ⇔ δ R ∇(q, µ). Three conclusions can be drawn: First,

by focusing on point a and c, because ∆(q, µ)> ∇(q, µ) ∴ 2B(µ)>M(µ)−L(µ) is always

verified, it follows that the pair
_
α=0,

_

β=0 maximizes the function E[ΠI ] if and only if

δ ≥ ∆(q, µ). Second, by focusing on point b and c, because ∇(q, µ)< M(µ)−L(µ)
M(µ)−L(µ)+q[L(µ)−xIξ]∴

2B(µ)> M(µ)−L(µ) is always verified, it follows that the pair
_
α=1,

_

β= · maximizes the

function E[ΠI ] if and only if δ ≤ ∇(q, µ). Therefore, third, the remaining pair,
_
α=0,

_

β=1,

maximizes the function E[ΠI ] if and only if ∇(q, µ) ≤ δ ≤ ∆(q, µ).

Next, consider the function E[ΠU ]. To identify the condition under which the pair
_
α=0,

_

β=0 maximizes E[ΠU ], notice first that E[ΠU |
_
α=

_

β=0] R E[ΠU |
_
α=0,

_

β=1] ⇔ δ R
∆(q, µ); second, that E[ΠU |

_
α=

_

β=0] R E[ΠU |
_
α=1,

_

β=0] ⇔ δ R M(µ)−L(µ)
M(µ)−L(µ)+q[L(µ)−xIξ] ; and,

third, that E[ΠU |
_
α=0,

_

β=1] R E[ΠU |
_
α=1,

_

β=1] ⇔ δ R ∇(q, µ). It is easy to check that

the pair
_
α=0,

_

β=0 maximizes the function in question if and only if δ ≥ ∆(q, µ). Proceed-

ing in this way, it can be shown that either
_
α=1,

_

β=0 or
_
α=1,

_

β=1 maximizes E[ΠU ] if

and only if δ ≤ ∇(q, µ), and that
_
α=0,

_

β=1 maximizes the function E[ΠU ] if and only if

∇(q, µ) ≤ δ ≤ ∆(q, µ).

Proof of Proposition 4. Here we consider only the single period. For any possible pricing

rule such that, first, p1=0 and, second, ∃τ : P 2(τ) 6= 0, under the assumption that I already

observes
∼
v=v in the first round, we derive the optimal behavior for each informed type of

insider (given by the triple x1, τ , x2). Holding each of these optimal behaviors fixed, we show

thatM is setting either p2>0 in response to the signal sent by any insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 or

p2<0 in response to the signal sent by any insider aware of
∼
v=v>0, which are what we call

contradictions.
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Eight cases (fromC1′ toC8′) representing all possible combinations of second-round price

responses can be identified.

C1′: P2 (τ=1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≥ 0. The analysis of this case is in line

with that conducted under mandatory trade disclosure (see proof to Proposition 1, case C1).

C2′: P2 (τ=1)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≤ 0. This case is symmetric to C1′.

C3′: P2 (τ=1)>0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)< 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, an insider aware of
∼
v=v>max {0; ζ; ε′} strictly prefers to signal τ=−1 and trade

x1=−xI , x2=2xI , where ε′=P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0).4 Therefore, as long as max {ζ; ε′} ≤ 0, all

types of insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 find it optimal to sell initially up to the cap on total exposure

and signal τ=−1. Holding this optimal behavior fixed, it turns out that in response to the

signal sent by these types of insider,M is setting a second round price smaller than 0, which

is a contradiction.

Now we show that, even for max {ζ; ε′}>0, a contradiction arises.

To proceed, the following intermediate results need to be listed: (1) An insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 strictly prefers to signal τ=1 (or τ=0) and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI rather than to sig-

nal τ=1 (resp., τ=0) and trade any other pair of quantities x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1= · , x2= · ).

(2) An insider aware of v ≤ P 2(τ=−1)<0 strictly prefers to signal τ=1 (or τ=0) and trade

x1=xI , x2=−2xI rather than to signal τ=−1 and trade x1<0, x2= · . (3) An insider who

observes P2(τ=−1)<v<0 strictly prefers to signal τ=1 (or τ=0) and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI

rather than to signal τ=−1 and trade x1<0, x2= · only if xIv − 2xI [v − P 2(τ=1)] (resp.,

xIv − 2xI [v − P 2(τ=0)]) is strictly greater than −xIv+2xI [v − P 2(τ=−1)], that is, only if

v<ζ (resp., v<ε′). (4) If P2(τ=1)>P2(τ=0) (or P2(τ=1)=P2(τ=0), or P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0)),

the profits that an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 earns from signaling τ=1 and trading x1=xI ,

x2=−2xI are greater than (resp., equal to; smaller than) those from signaling τ=0 and trad-

ing x1=xI , x2=−2xI .

For max {ζ; ε′}>0, as a consequence of the results at points 1 to 4, the following conclu-

sions can be drawn: (a) Suppose that P2(τ=1)>P2(τ=0). (a.i) In the sub-case of ζ>0,

4First, notice that an insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 strictly prefers to signal τ=−1 and trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI

rather than to signal τ=−1 and trade any alternative pair of quantities x1<0, x2= · . Second, an insider who
observes v ≥ P 2 (τ=1) (or v ≥ P 2 (τ=0)) strictly prefers to signal τ=−1 and trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather
than to signal τ=1 (resp., τ=0) and trade x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1= · , x2= · ). Third, an insider aware of
0<v<P2 (τ=1) (or 0<v<P2 (τ=0)) strictly prefers to signal τ=−1 and trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI rather than
to signal τ=1 (resp., τ=0) and trade x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1= · , x2= · ) only if {−xIv+2xI [v − P 2 (τ=−1) ]}
is strictly greater than {xIv − 2xI [v − P 2 (τ=1) ]} (resp., than {xIv − 2xI [v − P 2 (τ=0) ]}), that is, only if
v>ζ (resp., v>ε′).
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for any value of ε′, each insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to signal τ=1 and trade

x1=xI , x2=−2xI . Holding this optimal behavior fixed, it follows that in response to the sig-

nal sent by these types of insider,M is setting a second round price greater than 0, which is a

contradiction. (a.ii) The remaining sub-case with ζ ≤ 0<ε′ is not of interest, because it refers

to a situation where P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=1) ≤ 0<P2(τ=−1)+ P2(τ=0) ∴ P 2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0),

whereas the case under consideration (i.e., point a) is the one in which P2(τ=1)>P2(τ=0).

(b) Suppose that P2(τ=1)=P2(τ=0) (case in which P2(τ=0)>0). This condition on prices,

together with the condition that max {ζ; ε′}>0, imply that ζ=ε′>0, in which case any in-

sider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI and randomize between

signaling τ=1 and signaling τ=0. Holding the optimal behavior by these types of insider

fixed, regardless of the probability with which each of them chooses to signal τ=1 as op-

posed to signaling τ=0 (even probability 0 or 1), the price in response to their signal turns

out to lie above 0, which is a contradiction. (c) Suppose that P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0) (case in

which P2(τ=0)>0). (c.i) In the sub-case of ε′>0, for any value of ζ, each insider aware

of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to signal τ=0 and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI . Holding this opti-

mal behavior fixed, it follows that in response to the signal sent by these types of insider,

M is setting a second round price greater than 0, which is a contradiction. (c.ii) The re-

maining sub-case with ε′≤ 0<ζ is not of interest, because it refers to a situation where

P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0) ≤ 0<P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=1) ∴ P 2(τ=0)<P2(τ=1), whereas the case un-

der consideration (i.e., point c) is the one in which P2(τ=1)<P2(τ=0).

C4′: P2 (τ=1)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)<0. This case is symmetric to C3′.

C5′: P2 (τ=−1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)< 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, notice that the profits that an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 earns from signaling τ=−1

and trading x1. 0, x2. −xI (or signaling τ=0 and trading x1=xI , x2=−2xI) are greater

than those from signaling τ=1 and trading x1>0, x2= · . Notice also that if this type of

insider signals τ=−1 (or τ=0), the profits that he earns from trading x1. 0, x2. −xI (resp.,
x1=xI , x2=−2xI) are not smaller than those from trading any other pair of quantities such

that x1<0 (resp., x1= · ).

Therefore, in order to derive the optimal signal sent by an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0, it is suffi -

cient to check whether this type of insider prefers to signal τ=−1 and trade x1. 0, x2. −xI
rather than to signal τ=0 and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI . Specifically: (i) If

P2(τ=−1)
2

>P2(τ=0),

case in which P2(τ=−1)>0 (or if P2(τ=−1)
2

<P2(τ=0), case in which P2(τ=0)>0, or if P2(τ=−1)
2

=
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P2(τ=0)>0), each insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 finds it optimal to signal τ=−1 (resp., to sig-

nal τ=0; to randomize between signaling τ=−1 and signaling τ=0). Holding the insider’s

optimal behavior fixed, it follows that in response to the signal sent by these types of in-

sider, M is setting a second round price greater than 0, which is a contradiction. (ii) If
P2(τ=−1)

2
=P2(τ=0)=0, then we are in case C2′.

C6′: P2 (τ=−1)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=0)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≤ 0. This case is symmetric to C5′.

C7′: P2 (τ=0)> 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≤ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≤ 0. Given these second-round price re-

sponses, an insider aware of
∼
v=v<min {0; ζ ′; ε′} strictly prefers to signal τ=0 and trade

x1=xI , x2=−2xI , where ζ
′=P2(τ=0)+P2(τ=1)

2
.5 Therefore, as long as min {ζ ′; ε′} ≥ 0, all

types of insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 find it optimal to purchase initially up to the cap on total

exposure and signal τ=0. Holding this optimal behavior fixed, it turns out that in response

to the signal sent by these types of insider,M is setting a second round price greater than

0, which is a contradiction.

Now we show that, even for min {ζ ′; ε′}<0, a contradiction arises.

To proceed, the following intermediate results need to be listed: (1) An insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 strictly prefers to signal τ=1 (or τ=−1) and trade x1& 0, x2. xI (resp., x1=−xI ,

x2=2xI) rather than to signal τ=1 (resp., τ=−1) and trade any other pair of quantities

x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1<0, x2= · ). (2) An insider aware of v ≥ P 2(τ=0)>0 strictly prefers

to signal τ=1 (or τ=−1) and trade x1& 0, x2. xI (resp., x1=−xI , x2=2xI) rather than to

signal τ=0 and trade any pair of quantities. (3) An insider who observes 0<v<P2(τ=0)

strictly prefers to signal τ=1 (or τ=−1) and trade x1& 0, x2. xI (resp., x1=−xI , x2=2xI)

rather than to signal τ=0 and trade any pair of quantities only if xI [v − P 2(τ=1)] (resp.,

−xIv+2xI [v − P 2(τ=−1)]) is strictly greater than xIv − 2xI [v − P 2(τ=0)], that is, only if

v>ζ ′ (resp., v>ε′). (4) If P2(τ=−1)>P2(τ=1)
2

(or P2(τ=−1)=P2(τ=1)
2

, or P2(τ=−1)<P2(τ=1)
2

),

the profits that an insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 earns from signaling τ=1 and trading x1& 0,

x2. xI are greater than (resp., equal to; smaller than) those from signaling τ=−1 and

trading x1=−xI , x2=2xI .

5First, notice that an insider aware of
∼
v=v<0 strictly prefers to signal τ=0 and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI

rather than to signal τ=0 and trade any alternative pair of quantities. Second, an insider who observes
v ≤ P 2 (τ=1) (or v ≤ P 2 (τ=−1)) strictly prefers to signal τ=0 and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI rather than to sig-
nal τ=1 (resp., τ=−1) and trade x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1<0, x2= · ). Third, an insider aware of P2 (τ=1)<v<0
(or P2 (τ=−1)<v<0) strictly prefers to signal τ=0 and trade x1=xI , x2=−2xI rather than to signal τ=1
(resp., τ=−1) and trade x1>0, x2= · (resp., x1<0, x2= · ) only if {xIv − 2xI [v − P 2 (τ=0) ]} is strictly greater
than {xI [v − P 2 (τ=1) ]} (resp., than {−xIv+2xI [v − P 2 (τ=−1) ]}), that is, only if v<ζ

′ (resp., v<ε′).
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For min {ζ ′; ε′}<0, as a consequence of the results at points 1 to 4, the following conclusions

can be drawn: (a) Suppose that P2(τ=−1)>P2(τ=1)
2

(case in which P2(τ=1)<0). (a.i) In the

sub-case of ζ ′<0, for any value of ε′, each insider aware of
∼
v=v>0finds it optimal to signal τ=1

and trade x1& 0, x2. xI . Holding this optimal behavior fixed, it follows that in response to the

signal sent by these types of insider,M is setting a second round price smaller than 0, which

is a contradiction. (a.ii) The remaining sub-case with ε′<0 ≤ ζ ′ is not of interest, because it

refers to a situation where P2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0)<0 ≤ P 2(τ=0)+P2(τ=1)
2

∴ P 2(τ=−1)<P2(τ=1)
2

,

whereas the case under consideration (i.e., point a) is the one in which P2(τ=−1)>P2(τ=1)
2

.

(b) For P2(τ=−1)=P2(τ=1)
2

=0, we are in case C1′. (c) Suppose that P2(τ=−1)=P2(τ=1)
2

<0.

This condition on prices, together with the condition thatmin {ζ ′; ε′}<0, imply that ζ ′=ε′<0,

in which case any insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 finds it optimal to randomize between signaling

τ=1 and trading x1& 0, x2. xI on one side and signaling τ=−1 and trading x1=−xI , x2=2xI

on the other. Holding the optimal behavior by these types of insider fixed, regardless of the

probability with which each of them chooses to signal τ=1 as opposed to signaling τ=0 (even

probability 0 or 1), the price in response to their signal turns out to lie below 0, which is

a contradiction. (d) Suppose that P2(τ=−1)<P2(τ=1)
2

(case in which P2(τ=−1)<0). (d.i) In

the sub-case of ε′<0, for any value of ζ ′, each insider aware of
∼
v=v>0 finds it optimal to

signal τ=−1 and trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI . Holding this optimal behavior fixed, it follows that

in response to the signal sent by these types of insider, M is setting a second round price

smaller than 0, which is a contradiction. (d.ii) The remaining sub-case with ζ ′<0 ≤ ε′ is not of

interest, because it refers to a situation where P2(τ=0)+P2(τ=1)
2

<0 ≤ P 2(τ=−1)+P2(τ=0) ∴
P2(τ=1)

2
<P2(τ=−1), whereas the case under consideration (i.e., point d) is the one in which

P2(τ=−1)<P2(τ=1)
2

.

C8′: P2 (τ=0)<0 ∧ P 2 (τ=1)≥ 0 ∧ P 2 (τ=−1)≥ 0. This case is symmetric to C7′.

Internet Appendix B

On post-trade mandatory disclosure: Reconsidering van Bommel (2003). This ap-

pendix reconsiders the paper by van Bommel (2003), hereafter VB, which presents a Kyle’s

model with a risky asset exchanged among an insider, noise traders, M, and competitive

followers. The insider, I, is constrained on asset holdings, and his orders have no direct price

impact. The insider sends rumors to followers who reveal rumors toM through a change in
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asset demand. Two separate one-period models are presented. In the first, I is commonly

known to be of type "Honest." By assumption, if an Honest insider observes
∼
v=v<0 (or

∼
v=v ≥ 0), he says "sell" (resp., "buy"), while if he is uninformed, he does not say anything.

In the secondmodel,I is known to be of type "Bluffer." By assumption, if a Bluffer is informed

about the real asset value, he behaves like an Honest, while if he is uninformed, he randomizes

with equal probability between saying "buy" and saying "sell."

Under the assumptions that, first,
∼
v∼U[−2, 2], second,

∼
u∼N(0,I), third, cov(

∼
u,
∼
v)=0 and,

fourth, the period is made of n ∈{1, .., N} rounds, VB argues that, as n→∞, in equilibrium

the price at round n asymptotically converges to a certain value. However, the equilibrium

price dynamic derived from assuming an Honest insider and the one derived from assuming

a Bluffer are not appropriate, mainly because
∼
v and the aggregate demand at round n are

treated as independent random variables, even though they are indirectly dependent (
∼
v affects

I’s rumor; the rumor impacts on followers’demand, which in turn affects the mean of the

aggregate demand). Even considering van Bommel’s (2008) paper, in which the author tries to

justify why inVB the insider does not trade in any round from round n=2 to round n=N − 1,

the pricing rule is not justified.

In order to save the conclusion in VB, we propose to change the structure of VB models

as follows: First, rather than a period made of infinite rounds, assume a period made of two

rounds. Second, assume that I can spread rumors directly toM. Under this new structure,

the (corrected) contribution of VB analysis is the following: In the model with an Honest

insider, if the insider says "sell" (or does not say anything, or says "buy"), then p2=−1

(resp., p2=0; p2=1). In the model with a Bluffer, if the insider says "sell" (or "buy"), then

p2=−q (resp., p2=q). Note that these equilibria hold for a more general class of distributions

than
∼
u∼N(0,I). Also note that followers do not play a role, so there is no need to assume

about them any more.

To relax this peculiar notion of type assumption, VB considers the single-period models

with an Honest type and with a Bluffer type, and allows the profit-maximizing insider to

choose between two alternatives when informed: to signal in accordance with his type or

to "cheat" (i.e., to spread a so called "false" rumor). It is argued that the rumor is not

informative any more because, holding fixedM’s best response to an insider forced to play

according to his type, the insider cheats when informed. However, this argument only proves

that, for this very specific pricing rule, a deviation by the insider occurs.
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VB also considers a reputational framework, and a pricing rule with a punishment scheme

that makes the market ignore subsequent disclosures when the insider defects. In this frame-

work, the suffi cient condition for the sustainability of the so-called "Honest equilibrium" pro-

posed in VB consists of an inter-period discount factor δ such that, when I is uninformed

in period t=1, the profits from being Honest forever are greater than the profits from being

Bluffer in period t=1 and, provided he does not immediately incur the punishment, Honest

from period t=2 on. However, among other points, it is unclear why the insider should consider

the opportunity of randomizing between saying "sell" and saying "buy" when uninformed at

a certain date, but not when facing an identical situation in the future. Our methodology and

results differ drastically. Specifically, for δ∈ [0, 1) and q ∈ (0, 1), we use four choice variables,
_
α∗I ,

_

β
∗I
,
_
α∗U , and

_

β
∗U
, to prove the existence of and characterize different informative equi-

libria. These choice variables become five in case the insider, when informed, learns
∼
v=v from

the beginning of the period (see Section V).

While an ad hoc Grim trigger strategy for the sustainability of the Honest equilibrium is

imposed in VB, we consider a general Grim trigger strategy. Using this strategy, we identify

another group of informative equilibria, i.e., those with manipulation, which are similar to

the equilibrium presented by VB in the stage game with an imposed Bluffer type. Further, in

Internet Appendix C, we assess the existence of alternative informative equilibria.

Three final remarks are in order. First, contrary to what is stated in VB (p. 1502), not

all f( · ) can be used. Second, it is untrue that the analysis in VB "uses a special case of the

Crawford and Sobel (1982) signaling game" (VB, p.1500). Unlike in VB one-period models,

cheap-talk games allow the sender to choose what to signal; unlike in VB reputational frame-

work, cheap-talk games do not require private information to be exogenously revealed at any

time. Third, it is untrue that the equilibria in VB are Nash equilibria.

Internet Appendix C

Price-shift uniqueness. This appendix provides a sort of guided tour through the wide

universe of multiple equilibria that arise in the reputational framework, and lists minimal

restrictions on beliefs (that is, minimal conditions onM’s trigger strategy) that guarantee

price-shift uniqueness. To start with, notice that informative equilibria exist, in which M

ignores signals in the first periods. For each pair δ and q associated with an equilibrium in
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which the pricing rule is such that period t=1 prices may react to public signals, infinite

alternative equilibria exist, in which prices start moving according to the same rule from

period t>1, as if history started from this period, whereas in the preceding t− 1 periods,

prices do not react to signals. In fact, any time signals are believed not to be informative in

a specific period, I cannot do any better than trading as he does when this period is not

repeated, a behavior that confirms M’s initial beliefs. Although no limit can be set to the

initial number of periods in which signals are believed not to be informative, in the following

analysis there is no loss in generality in assuming that signals are believed to be informative

from period t=1.

When selecting amongM’s trigger strategies, it seems natural to think of the following

minimal conditions:

Condition 1 In period t, only τ=0 (or φ·,0) is never interpreted as a defection.

Condition 2 In period t, P2(τ=−1) ≷ 0⇔ P 2(τ=1) ≶ 0 (or P2(φ·,$) ≷ 0⇔ P
2
(φ·,$′) ≶ 0,

where $ ·$′<0).

Condition 1 requires the signal τ=0 (or φ·,0), disclosed at period t, to be the only signal

following which no punishment at period t+1 is applied, even if this signal causes the price at

period t to move in the wrong direction with respect to v. Condition 2 states that, if P2(τ=1)

(or P2(φ·,$)) shifts from 0, then P2(τ=−1) (resp., P2(φ·,$′)) somehow shifts too, but in the

opposite direction, and vice versa.

Even when restricting attention just to Grim trigger strategies, if only the first or second

condition is imposed, informative equilibria exist, whose on-path dynamics are alternative

to those in Proposition 5 and 6. By simultaneously imposing Condition 1 and 2, these

alternative informative equilibria can be discarded. This is shown in three examples below

(to simplify the argument, the focus is on the case of mandatory trade disclosure and on an

asset value whose properties are those defined in Section I).

(1) The second condition alone is not enough to guarantee price-shift uniqueness. Consider

a trigger strategy that differs from the one in Conjecture 1 in the function P ′2: τ=−1→

p2=−qξ , τ=1→ p2=ξ, and in the following sequential condition: At the second round of the

tth period, if the outcome of all t− 1 preceding periods has been τ=−1 or τ=1 ∧ v>0, then

play P ′2; otherwise, set p2=0. For suffi ciently high values of δ and suffi ciently small values

of q, this alternative trigger strategy is part of an equilibrium in which no punishment ever
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takes place. In detail, when the insider observes
∼
v<0 (or

∼
v>0), he sells (resp., purchases) up

to the cap on total exposure in the first round, subsequently trading x2=2xI if −qξ<v (resp.,

x2=−2xI if v<ξ) or x2=0 otherwise. Instead, when uninformed, the insider trades x1=−xI ,

x2=2xI . In this way, the uninformed insider expects to earn positive profits by the end of

the period without incurring market punishment. This happens because, given the trigger

strategy in question, disclosed sales never trigger market punishment.6 Finally notice that

it is irrelevant to specify whether or not inactivity triggers market punishment, because the

insider would not signal τ=0 in any case. Under Condition 1, this alternative equilibrium is

discarded.

(2) Likewise, the first condition alone is not enough to guarantee price-shift uniqueness.

Consider a Grim trigger strategy that satisfies the first condition, with a pre-defection pricing

rule such that P ′′2 (τ=−1)=P ′′2 (τ=0)=0 and P ′′2 (τ=1)=ξ. Given this pricing rule, an insider

who is informed about
∼
v<0 and one who is uninformed about the real asset value are both

indifferent about signaling τ=−1 or τ=0. In either case, by trading optimally, these types of

insider expect to earn xIξ and 0 profits, respectively, without incurring market punishment.

It follows that, for suffi ciently high values of δ, an informative equilibrium can be identified,

in which these types of insider hide their private information completely by disclosing τ=−1

with probability σ ∈ [0, 1] and τ=0 with probability 1− σ, and expect to earn as much as

under anonymity. Instead, an insider who is informed about
∼
v>0 leads the price towards its

real value, expecting to earn L(µ=ξ) by the end of the period. Under Condition 2, which

prevents P ′′2 (τ=−1) from equalling 0 if P ′′2 (τ=1) differs from 0, this alternative equilibrium

is discarded.

(3) Consider a Grim trigger strategy that satisfies the first condition, with a pre-defection

pricing rule such that P ′′′2 (τ=−1) is greater than 0, P ′′′2 (τ=0) is equal to 0, and P ′′′2 (τ=1) is

equal to ξ. For suffi ciently high values of δ, it is easy to see that an informative equilibrium

exists, in which an insider aware of
∼
v<0 or one who is uninformed both signal τ=0, expecting

to earn as much as under anonymity. In fact, τ=0 is the only signal that ensures that these

types of insider do not incur market punishment. Instead, an insider who is informed about
∼
v>0 leads the price toward its real value, expecting to earn L(µ=ξ) by the end of the period.

6For high values of q, this alternative trigger strategy is not part of an equilibrium, because an insider
aware of

∼
v>0 also prefers to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI , in this way causing the price to shift in the wrong

direction with certainty.
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Under Condition 2, which requires P ′′′2 (τ=−1) to be negative if P ′′′2 (τ=1) is positive, this

counterintuitive equilibrium is discarded.

The next lemma follows as a consequence of Condition 1 and 2.

Lemma 5 For a reputational framework with trade (or ex-ante unverifiable information)

disclosure and beliefs that are restricted to be such that Condition 1 and 2 hold, any trigger

strategy is part of an informative equilibrium ‘only if’(but not ‘if’) in each period in which

the market conditions on disclosures, P2(τ=1)>0 (resp., P2(φ·,m 6=0) 6= 0) and P2(τ=0) (resp.,

P2(φ·,0)) is ‘suffi ciently close’or equal to 0.

Proof of Lemma 5. In this proof, we consider a period in which second-round prices

react to disclosures. Specifically, in the first part of this proof (part I), we study the cases

of mandatory and voluntary trade disclosure. In the second part of this proof (part II), we

study the case of ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure.

(I) First, for P2(τ=−1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=1), we prove that if P2(τ=0) is ‘too far away’from 0,

the market effi ciency condition is not satisfied. Suppose that P2(τ=0)<0 (for P2(τ=0)>0, the

argument is symmetric). If an insider informed about
∼
v>0 decides to disclose τ=1– which

in this case is the only signal that pushes the second round price toward its real value– this

type of insider finds it optimal to buy up to the cap on total exposure in the first round, and

subsequently trade x2=−2xI if v<P2(τ=1) or x2=0 otherwise. The expected profits asso-

ciated with this behavior are equal to 2xI{
∫ P2(τ=1)

0
[2P 2(τ=1)− v]h(v)dv+

∫ b
P2(τ=1)

vh(v)dv}.

Instead, if this type of insider decides to disclose τ=0– a signal that moves the second round

price in the wrong direction without triggering market punishment– under a mandatory

(or voluntary) trade disclosure rule, he finds it optimal to trade x1=0 and x2=xI (resp.,

x1=−xI and x2=2xI). The expected profits associated with this behavior are equal to

2xI
∫ b

0
[v − P2(τ=0)]h(v)dv (resp., 2xI

∫ b
0
[v − 2P2(τ=0)]h(v)dv). It follows that, if P2(τ=0) is

smaller than 4
∫ P2(τ=1)

0
[v − P2(τ=1)]h(v)dv (resp., 2

∫ P2(τ=1)

0
[v − P2(τ=1)]h(v)dv), an insider

aware of
∼
v>0 prefers to signal τ=0 rather than to signal τ=1 and thus the market effi ciency

condition is violated.7

Second, for P2(τ=1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=−1), we prove that if P2(τ=0) 6= 0, again the market

effi ciency condition is not satisfied. To prove the result, it is suffi cient to notice that, if

7In the case in which P2(τ=−1)=0, it is easy to see that an insider aware of
∼
v>0 prefers to signal τ=0

rather than to signal τ=−1. Therefore, even in this boundary case, this type of insider finds it optimal to
move the price away from its real value.
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P2(τ=0)<0, an insider aware of
∼
v>0 prefers to disclose τ=0 (which moves the price in the

wrong direction without triggering punishment) rather than to disclose τ=−1 (which in this

case is the only signal that moves the price toward its real value). For P2(τ=0)>0, the

argument is symmetric.

Third, for P2(τ=1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=−1), we prove that if P2(τ=0)=0, no informed type of

insider prefers to push the price toward its real value. Specifically, we show that an insider

informed about
∼
v>0 prefers to signal τ=0 rather than τ=−1 (for a symmetric argument,

an insider informed about
∼
v<0 prefers to signal τ=0 rather than τ=1). Under mandatory

(or voluntary) trade disclosure, if an insider aware of
∼
v>0 decides to signal τ=0, he finds

it optimal to trade x1=0,x2=xI (resp., x1= · ,x2=xI−x1), which allows him to earn xIξ in

expectation. Instead, if this type of insider decides to signal τ=−1, he expects to earn less

than xIξ. In detail, in case he decides to disclose a sale, this type of insider is confronted

with choosing between two relevant options: (i) trading x1. 0 and subsequently buying or

selling depending on the realization of
∼
v=v, and (ii) buying up to the cap on total exposure

in the first round and subsequently trading x2=2xI if P2(τ=−1)<v or x2=0 otherwise. The

former trading option allows him to earn less than xIξ in expectation. The latter trading

option allows him to earn −xIξ+2xI
∫ b
P2(τ=−1)

[v − P2(τ=−1)]h(v)dv in expectation (which is

again less than xIξ).

(II) For P2(φ·,$′) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(φ·,$), where $ equals −1 (or 1) if $′ equals 1 (resp., −1),

we show that if P2(φ·,0) is ‘too far away’ from 0, the market effi ciency condition is not

satisfied. Suppose that P2(φ·,0)<0 (for P2(φ·,0)>0, the argument is symmetric). If an insider

aware of
∼
v>0 decides to signal φ·,$– which in this case is the only message that moves

the second round price toward its real value– this type of insider finds it optimal to buy

up to the cap on total exposure in the first round, and subsequently trade x2=−2xI if

v<P2(φ·,$) or x2=0 otherwise. The expected profits associated with this behavior are equal to

2xI{
∫ P2(φ·,$)

0
[2P 2(φ·,$)− v]h(v)dv+

∫ b
P2(φ·,$)

vh(v)dv}. Instead, if this type of insider decides

to signal φ·,0– a message that moves the price in the wrong direction without triggering

market punishment– it is optimal for him to trade x1=−xI , x2=2xI . The expected profits

associated with this behavior are equal to 2xI
∫ b

0
[v − 2P2(φ·,0)]h(v)dv. It follows that, if

P2(φ·,0) is smaller than 2
∫ P2(φi,$)

0
[v − P2(φ·,$)]h(v)dv, an insider aware of

∼
v>0 prefers to
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signal φ·,0 rather than to signal φ·,$ and thus the market effi ciency condition is violated.
8

To provide an intuition for this lemma, we refer to the case of mandatory/voluntary

trade disclosure (the case of ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure is similar but sim-

pler). Condition 1 and 2 restrict the analysis to two classes of trigger strategies such that,

at a specific period, either P2(τ=1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=−1) or P2(τ=−1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=1), setting

no condition on whether the missed disclosure of a purchase or of a sale moves prices at

that period. We consider these two classes in order: In case P2(τ=1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=−1), no

equilibrium exists in which disclosures are informative. In case P2(τ=−1) ≤ 0 ≤ P2(τ=1),

(i) if P2(τ=0) is positive (or negative) and set too far away from 0, an insider aware about
∼
v<0 (resp.,

∼
v>0) finds it optimal to move the price away from its real value, which is why

the market effi ciency condition is violated. Instead, (ii) if P2(τ=0) is suffi ciently close or

equal to 0 (more precisely, if P2(τ=0) is such that
∫ P2(τ=1)

0
[v − P2(τ=1)]h(v)dv ≤ P2(τ=0)

%

≤
∫ −P2(τ=−1)

0
[ − P2(τ=−1)− v]h(v)dv, where % equals 4 or 2 depending on whether trade

disclosures are mandatory or voluntary, respectively), both types of informed insider prefer

to lead the market rather than to signal τ=0. This means that, under Condition 1 and 2,

all trigger strategies such that, at a specific period, P2(τ=1) is greater than 0 and P2(τ=0)

is suffi ciently close to (but different) from 0 satisfy the market effi ciency condition only if

(but not if) an insider who is uninformed at this specific period finds it optimal to signal

τ 6= 0. As a consequence of Condition 1 and 2, on the equilibrium path, price shifts can occur

only following the disclosure of a purchase or a sale, turning out to be positive or negative,

respectively.

To better describe the implications of Lemma 5, we draw attention to the class of Grim

trigger strategy such that, before defection, the way in which period t price reacts to one

period t disclosure or another is identical across periods. Because of (i) restrictions R1 to

R4 and Condition 1 and 2, (ii) the symmetry of the space of actions, and (iii) the symmet-

ric consequences implied by the misleading behavior of one or the other type of informed

insider, it follows that, if M undertakes a Grim trigger strategy belonging to the class in

question, then all on-path pre-defection price shifts equal qξ or ξ in magnitude, depending

on whether ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ) or δ ≥ ∆(q, µ=ξ), respectively.9 Specifically, under a

8In the case in which P2(φ·,$′)=0, an insider aware of
∼
v>0 prefers to signal φ·,0 rather than φ·,$′ . Hence,

even in this boundary case, this type of insider finds it optimal to move the price away from its real value.
9Given his multi-period decision problem, if I turns out to be indifferent about misleading and leading
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trade disclosure rule (or ex-ante unverifiable information disclosure), a pre-defection price re-

sponse to τ=0 (resp., φ·,0) equal to 0 is always admissible in equilibrium; for any pair q, δ such

that q=1, δ ≥ δ∇ or q<1,∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ< ∆(q, µ=ξ), all price responses to τ=0 (resp., φ·,0)

such that 0<|P2 (τ=0) |≤ %
∫ qξ

0
(qξ − v)h(v)dv (resp., 0<|P2

(
φ·,0
)
|≤ 2

∫ qξ
0

(qξ − v)h(v)dv) are

also admissible. Because all these alternative price responses to τ=0 (resp., φ·,0) are off-path

responses, there is no loss in generality in setting P2(τ=0)=0.

Under Condition 1 and 2, even restricting attention only to trigger strategies with a Grim

punishment, multiple informative equilibria can be identified such that, before defection, a

(finite, time-varying) number of periods in which disclosures are believed to convey infor-

mation about the insider’s information is alternated with a (finite, time-varying) number of

periods in which disclosures are believed to be uninformative. The next condition on beliefs

prevents this intermittent pre-defection price reaction. Without this condition, the insider’s

incentives to mislead the market when informed, as well as his incentive to manipulate when

uninformed, would also depend on the frequency with whichM stops conditioning on dis-

closures before defection, and this in turn would have consequences on the way pre-defection

prices react to disclosures– that is, price shift uniqueness would not be achieved.

Condition 3 If at a certain period disclosures are believed to be informative, disclosures are

also believed to be informative in each subsequent period until a (new) defection is publicly

recorded.

Next, consider any pair δ and q such that an informative equilibrium exists in which

pre-defection price responses are supported by a Grim punishment. For the same pair δ and

q, other informative equilibria may exist in which the same pre-defection price responses are

supported by a less severe punishment (that is, a non-Grim punishment) such that prices

at some point after defection start reacting again to disclosures. In this regard, Condition

4 constrains beliefs formed in response to a disclosure– and prices set by a market holding

these beliefs– as follows:

Condition 4 Let beliefs be such that: (i) Before a defection, if prices react to disclosures,

they move as if, after this defection, a Grim punishment occurs. (ii) At some point after a

(or about bluffi ng and non-bluffi ng), we break the indifference in favour of the latter alternative.
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defection, prices can start reacting again to disclosures, provided the implicit market punish-

ment following this defection represents a deterrent to support all past price changes.

To understand the implications of this condition for price-shift uniqueness, consider any

pairs δ, q such that δ ≥ ∇(q, µ=qξ), and the associated equilibrium pre-defection pricing rule

presented in Proposition 3, 4, or 6, which is supported by the Grim punishment. If prices

at some point after defection start reacting again to disclosures, and in a way that does not

represent a deterrent that is as strong as the Grim punishment, then before this defection,

the insider’s incentive to mislead the market, as well as his incentive to bluff, are affected.

Condition 4 prevents repercussions of a weakening of market punishment following a defection

on the way prices react to disclosures before this defection.

Provided that the four conditions on beliefs presented in this appendix are simultaneously

fulfilled, if any equilibrium price shift occurs at period t, then the way the price reacts in

response to a specific signal, disclosed at period t, is unique. Specifically, the magnitude of

the price shift depends on q and δ. This result is presented in more detail in Proposition 7:

Proposition 7 Consider a reputational framework with either trade disclosure or ex-ante

unverifiable information disclosure. Under restrictions R1 to R4 and Condition 1, 2, 3, and

4, at a specific period the equilibrium price shifts downwards (or upwards) ‘only if’the insider

discloses τ=−1 or φ·,$′ (resp., τ=1 or φ·,$). Specifically, for δ ≥ ∆(q, µ=ξ), this price shift

equals ξ in magnitude, and occurs in response to the disclosure by an insider aware of
∼
v<0

(resp.,
∼
v>0). For ∇(q, µ=qξ) ≤ δ<∆(q, µ=ξ), this price shift equals qξ in magnitude, and

occurs in response to the disclosure by an insider aware of
∼
v<0 (resp.,

∼
v>0) or by an insider

who is currently uninformed. For δ<∇(q, µ=qξ), no price shift ever occurs.

Finally, note that (i) for δ=∇(q, µ=qξ) or δ=∆(q, µ=ξ), only one informative equilib-

rium satisfies Condition 1, 2, 3, and 4. At this equilibrium, any disclosure following a

first defection is believed not to be informative. Conversely, (ii) for each pair δ and q such

that∇(q, µ=qξ)<δ <∆(q, µ=ξ) or δ>∆(q, µ=ξ), many other informative equilibria also sat-

isfy Condition 1, 2, 3, and 4. At each of these equilibria, the pricing rule is such that,

at some point after a first defection, prices start reacting again to disclosures. However,

(ii.a) while for any pair δ, q such that ∇(q, µ=qξ)<δ<∆(q, µ=ξ) and q<1 an unlimited num-
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ber of alternative on-path dynamics are possible,10 (ii.b) for each pair δ>δ∇, q=1 and each

pair δ>∆(q, µ=ξ), q, all the informative equilibria display identical on-path dynamics, be-

cause no defection actually occurs in equilibrium.

Internet Appendix D

Informative disclosure of (missed) trade reversals. This appendix considers a situation

in which trade disclosure is imposed when the short-swing rule is not, and characterizes a

reputational equilibrium in which the insider does not undertake uninformed manipulations

and price effi ciency is higher than with the short-swing rule. This equilibrium arises under

the conditions that the insider repeatedly receives long-lived inside information, i.e., N ≥ 3,

and he weights future profits suffi ciently. For simplicity’s sake, we refer to the case of N=3

(for N>3, the argument is similar). Denote, with 〈P1, P 2, P 3〉, the market’s pricing rule at a

certain period and, with τ ′∈ {−1, 0, 1}, the public signal released at the beginning of the third

round. Specifically, τ ′=−1 (or τ ′=0; or τ ′=1) reveals that in the second round the insider sold

(resp., did not trade; bought); hence, because Ω3={τ , τ ′}, it follows that P3: {−1, 0, 1}2→V.

Under the assumption that the statistical properties of
∼
v defined in Section I hold, consider

a sequential condition, such that prices at period t react to disclosed trades unless disclosure

moved prices away from the real asset value in any of the t− 1 preceding periods. Now,

consider an insider who is aware of
∼
v>0 (for an insider who is aware of

∼
v<0 the argument is

symmetric). In equilibrium, this insider behaves as follows: In the first round, he buys up to

the cap on total exposure. In the case in which
∼
v=v ∈ [0, ξ), in the second round he completely

reverses his initial position. In this case, if
∼
v=v ∈ [ξ, ξ), where ξ=E[

∼
v|0 ≤∼v≤ ξ], in the third

round this insider completely reverses his second round position– said differently, the second

round reversal is followed by a symmetric third round reversal– while if
∼
v=v ∈ (0, ξ), he does

not trade any more. Conversely, in the case in which
∼
v=v ∈ [ξ,b), in the second round the

insider does not trade. In this case, if
∼
v=v ∈ [ξ, ξ), where ξ=E[

∼
v|ξ ≤∼v<b], in the third round

this insider completely reverses his first round position, while if
∼
v=v ∈ [ξ,b), he does not trade.

10For each of these pairs δ, q, consider the informative equilibrium in which, immediately after a first
defection, the price equals 0 for the smallest possible number of periods such that the entire pricing rule
following this defection is still suffi cient to support all prices set before defection. Infinite other equilibria
exist in which, after the first defection actually occurs,M correctly believes that no disclosure is informative
for a greater (but finite) number of periods.
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For what concerns equilibrium prices, following an initial purchase, at the second round the

price response P2(τ=1) equals ξ, while at the third round P3(τ=1
τ ′=−1) and P3(τ=1

τ ′=0) equal ξ and

ξ respectively; symmetrically, following an initial sale, we have P2(τ=−1)=−ξ, P3(τ=−1
τ ′=1 )=−ξ,

and P3(τ=−1
τ ′=0 )=−ξ; finally, p1, P2(τ=0), and P3(τ=0, ·) are all equal to 0. Absolute continuity

of F ( · ) and symmetry of f( · ) can be easily relaxed, and a more general set of restrictions

that includes R1—R4 identified.
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